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Senate
rejects
nominee
TUPELO, Miss. (AP) —
Tupelo's mayor has once again
had his nomination to the Tennessee Valley Authority board
. of daectors rejected in the U.S.
Senate.
U.S. Sen. Trent Lott, RMiss., submitted Glenn McCulTcilWand f. bttOw .TVA nominee
Skila Harris to the Senate for
. confirmation late Thursday as
.part of a package of 27 nominees.
•
_nominations_ are being
blocked by California Sen. Barbara Boxer and other Democrats, who want a vote on two
appointees to the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals — Marsha Berzon and Richard Paez.
Boxer said Berzon has been
waiting two years for confirmation while Paez has been
waiting almost four years.

Violence
in schools
target of
new report

Candidates wrapping up campaign
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gearing
up for a 36-hour, I4-stop bus tour to
finish his campaign, Gov. Paul Patton
said Sunday he has done all he can to
win re-election.
"I don't know anything else we could
or should- have done," Patton _said. "I
don't know how you second-guess it."
Patton, the first governor able to
seek election to a second consecutive
term in two centuries, said the race
carried a responsibility, 'even if he was
_ _faced _with cormstition that he said was
- —
historic in its own way.
"I think we've lived up to our responsibility not to take
- this election- for
granted," Patton_said.
A veteran of three of his own campaigns for county judge-executive in
Pike County and three'statewide races,
Patton said this election presented its
own issues. .
"Considering the importance of. the
race, it's obviously the strangest," Patton said. "You expect kooks in the
county judge's racc. You don't expect
them in me governor's race," ---"
Also on the ballot on Tuesday are
Peppy Martin, the Republican nominee;
Gatewood Galbraith, the Reform Party
candidate;
and
Nailah
JumokeYarbrough, a candidate from the Natural Law Party.
Martin has made increasingly outrageous comments as the election draws
near, has been repudiated by her own
party. Galbraith, who has lost three
statewide Democratic primaries for
statewide office, has tried to run as a

DAVID BLACKBURN:Ledger 8. Times

SPEAKING TO THE PEOPLE...G6v. Paul Patton.(left) speaks to Democratic Party supporters at the Shoney's Inn Sunday night as part of his 36-hour re-election bus tour
across the state. Among the estimated crowd of 150 were, from left, Murray Mayor
Freed Curd, Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins, State Sen. Joey Pendleton.
Gov. Steve Henry and State Sen. Bob Jackson.
more mainstream candidate and often invokes the• "We're trying to get Democratic supporters enerexperience in .Minnesota when Jesse Ventura won - gized enough to get out on election day," said
the governorship last year.
Kim Geveden, Patton's campaign manager. A, secPatton and many of the other Democratic nom- ond bus containing Lt. Goy: Steve Henry and
inees for statewide office, all of whom are unop- some. other Democratic candidates, will break off
posed for re-election in a campaign where the on, a separate three-stop tour on Monday aftermainstream Republican Party took a powder, will noon-. The entire convoy will end in Pikeville
make stops around the state in their two-bus caravan to try to generate some measure of interest
in the campaign.

LOUISVILLE. Ky..(AP) —
Miss America Heather French
backed out of joining a cam
bus tour by Democratic Gov au
a on SIM Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry after pageant officials told her it would_
be against pagealit jkiltCy— Miss French, who has been
seen frequently in recent weeks
w-ith--Henry, _recently switched
r party registfatton—ftom _
Republican to Democrat. .
"I would like to have seen
Steve tomorrow, but I 'understand that I am Miss America 2000. and yon never have
a day off as being Miss Amer- ica
even on your day off,"
Miss french told The Courj-'
err-Journal in 'ail interview Saturday night.
Miss French, who js'_from
Maysville, was 40 have joined
Patton and Henry for part of
a 36-hour bus trip that the

Johnson, Hobgood Attorney clarifies disputed
square off in race gubernatorial finance claims

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new report by the state's school
safety center shows that more
students in Jefferton and
Fayette .counties were expelled
for gun violations last year than
in any other Kentucky districts.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
The report, released SunStaff Writer
day, was the second such report
to be released by the Center
The only contested race on this
for School Safety at Eastern
yeae.s.non,pactisan judicial ballot
Kentucky University.
- will feature an incumbent with eight
Because this is the first time
years of experience and a chalinformation on school violence
lenger seeking office fr the first
has been collected, there is no
- time in his 27 years of practicway to know whether school
ing law.
violence has increased or
Judge Rick Johnson, a Graves
decreased.
County
native, will face off TuesThe Center for School Safety was created by the Gener- - day against Byron Hobgood of
Madisonville id the First- District
al Assembly in 1998 to be a
Cou of Appeals Judge race.
ur e
..-Ergorma
nson is curren y inis
tion and training on school safe- •
,an eight-year term as court of
The center also dispenses
appeals judge.
yearly grants to school districts
"This election' that we're runto improve -Safety efforts.
- ning in is for a seven-year term,"
The data during the first
Johnson said. "It's a one-time only
year of reporting represents a
situation to align the circuit judges,
baseline to be used by school
district judges and court of appeals
districts, communities, the
and four of the supreme court
Department of Education and
justices to be elected during the
. the center in planning, training
same year."
and communication with a variBoth Johnson and Hobgood were
ety of stakeholders and policyhitting the campaign trail Monmakers," said Lois Adamsday! with Johnson beginning his
Rogers., director of the school
day in Murray. Hobgood said he
safety center.
was unsure of whether he would
According to the report, Jefferson County had seven gunmake it to the Murray area before
related expulsions and Fayette
the election.
County had six. The two districts are the state's largest
and most urban in the state.
_ A third report that focuses
OR school violence and pre'vention measures in elementary, middle and high school
will be released by the end of
the year.

Tonight...Rain likely. Low in
the mid 40s. Wind shifting t
northwest 10 to 20 mph. Chanc
of rain '70 percent.
Tuesday. Brisk and turnin
rain ending.
colder with
Decreasing clouds by afternoon
High 50 to 55. Northwest win
15 to 25 mph. Rain decreasing to less than 20 percent b
afternoon
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From staff, wire reports
An attorney with the state Registry of Election
Finance • says the dates listed on Gov. Paul Patton's receipts of campaign contributions are . pot
when the funds. Were accepted, as two of Patton's
gubernatorial opponents say..in claiming finance
law. violations.
"What .you're seeing is the date of deposit:"
said Rosemary Center, the general counsel withthe registry, in a telephone interview Monday morning,
Reform Party'candidate Gatewood Galbraith. a
Lexington' lawyer; and write-in, candidate Hoby
Anderson accused Patton's campaign of accepting
near y a i.

Both candidates feel that have
strong support from the western
Kentucky area.
"From what I hear from talking with people, I feel really good
about our chances for re-election."
Johnson said. "We haven't done any polling, but just from the
campaigning I've done ... I feel really good about it."

BOSTON (API
The Coast Guard kept up a grim search
for survivors in the choppy waters off Nantucket Island early
today as hope dwindled of finding anyone alive from EgyptAir
Flight 990.
While relatives mourned the 217 passengers and crew members, investigators began the painstaking task of figuring out
what caused the jetliner to plummet into the sea from 33.000
feet early Sunday. The descent took just two minutes.
The FBI and other intelligence agencies are investigating the
possibility of sabotage, but authorities said there has been no
indication of foul play.
Search crews scouring 36 square .miles of the Atlantic have
recovered a lone body.
Coast Guard Rear Adm. Richard M. Larrabee said today that
he had not abandoned hope of finding survivors — in water
that is just 58 degrees and 270 feet deep — but said "we're
getting close to that point."
Larrabee told ABC's ."Good Morning America" that he expected to make that decision later today, indicating the mission
would change from a search and rescue to a search and recovery operation.
In New York. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said. the National
Transportation Safety Board had notified most families by Sun-

WASHINGTON (API — Americans gave the Salvation Army
$1.2 billion in 1998, making it
the No. I charity for the seventh
straight year, a -leading philanthropy journal reports in this week's
issue.
Others of the nation's most popular charities also fared well last
year. with munificence growing 16
percent over 1997. That's the highest increase since The Chronicle

:The campaign's latest finance repOrt,. filed last
week, showed that from Oct. 5 to .. Oct. 22'it •
deposited $635,207, or 48 percent of in total -col,.
leCtions of $1.32 million.
State law says a- campaign for governor cannot.
accept any contribution in the four weeks preceding an election, in this case beginning Oct. 5,
The campaign said it was inundatEd with contribUtions in the first few 'clays of October and
was unable to process all of them for many days.
Registry oificials said that as long as the Campaign had a check' in hand-. cs Oct.'4. or one
enclosed in- aiLienvelope postmarked Oct. .4, it

of Philanthrop• began ranking charitable support in IV I .
We are grateful for the public's generosiiy. ... As long as the
economy is- dding well, people
will have more to give," said Salvation Army -spokeswoman Theresa Whitfield. "While there is an
increase in giving, there is also
an increase in need," as more families move from welfare to'work.
often into low-paying jobs.

The YMCA' of the USA and
the Fidelity investments Charita-'
ble Gift .Fund saw donations
increase more than 25 percent,
placing them second and third on
the list with $629.3 million and
$571.9 million, respectively.
Like the Salvation Army, most
organizations attribute the 'generosity to the booming economy.

BERNARD KANE Ledger R. Times photo

TRICK AND TREAT...Murray Woman's Club President Lois Pharris tries to scare Superman, with
a squeaky mouse during the Halloween festivities Saturday at AmeriHost Inn. Various groups
cooperated in sponsoring activities at the hotel for area children.
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From Page 1
"I think in the area of western
Ke,ntucky, 1 have a good amount
of support," Hobgood said. "I think
the campaign is going great so
far.".
Both candidates agreed that the
key to who wins the election will
lie with what type of experience
voters prefer.
Hobgood feels that his 27 years
of practicing law will make him
--uniquely qualified to be a court
of appeals -judge: He will represent the city of Murray and Mayor
Freed Curd in the Murray State
University dorm fire lawsuit.
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"My opponent only had 12 years expertise to be the quarterback."
of experience, and I don't think
"Any error or some minor error
he heard anywhere near the 80 or wouldn't require a reversal for a
90 jury cases I had," Hobgood new trial," Johnson said. "Human
said.
beings are involved in the trial,
Johnson, meanwhile, is relying and there are always going to
be
on his track record as a judge, which some errors or some mistakes,
but
inclUdes participation in over 3,000 it has to be a significant error
cases, publication of more than 80 before a reversal occurs."
lof his opinions and a recent endorseHobgood said a death in his
ment from the Kentucky Lodge family last year was a major
facof the Fraternal Order of Police. tor in convincing him to
run for
"The primary function of any office.
judge is to be fair and impartial,"
"My father died in May of '98,
Johnson said. "If you have a track which- made me realize ...
that - no
record, then the parties that have one lives forever, and if you
want
followed the legal system can look to do something, you'd
better start
at those 3,000 cases and make a doing it," he said. "This
is an
judgment on whether the judge opportunity to be in
a position
-has- applied the law."
where I -could have some impact
Both men also share similar on the law in Kentucky."
views on what the job of a court
Most of the candidates in this
of appeals judge should include.
year's election have expressed con"Basically, it's a job of being cern over voter turnout, and Johna Monday morning 'quarterback," son and Hobgood are no excepHobgood said. "You were not at tions.
the trial, therefore I think it's
"It's harder to get people interimportant for someone with legal

Last Wednesday's Ledger &
--Times-article -owthe-Nov-Zzlection
stated that 55 percent of the eligible
voters in the Murray annexation
area must vote "No" for the city's
annexation attempt to fail.
The story should have stated that
55 percent of the voter turnout
must vote "No" for the measure to
fail.
Residents of.the area are also reminded that lists of eligible voters
will be present at the polls to make
sure only eligible voters take part in
the annexation vote

•• •T'•
_ From Page 1
think it'll be that low, could be
dangerous," Patton said. "I don't
Monday night.
- know how to handicap this race."
6eveden predicted that -La.per.,----Tli•--polls are-open- froTti6ã.mT
.' cent to 20 percent of Kentucky's to 6 P.m.Tuesday at 3,312 precincts.
2.6 million registered voters will
While the governor's race is
cast ballots Tuesday. Other pre- the only contested statewide camdictions, however, are for a far paign on the ballot, the five other
smaller turnout; perhaps as low as constitutional offices will be for10 percent.
mally/decided; There are also twd
It is that possibility that con- contested- ailroad Commission cerned Patton as he got ready for elections, a special election for a
the tour Sunday.
Supreme Court judgeship and sev"I think 10 percent, and I don't eral other judicial races.

•Finance ••

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
2-6-0
Pick 4:
6-1-4-8
Cash 5:
1-4-10-26-34
Sponsored By

III Charities

•

Anderson, a state representative
from Flatwoods and a certified
public accountant, said the campaign
should have hired extra help
could be deposited.
Center said a treasurer might so it could have reported the conwait seven to 10 days before mak- tributions by. Oct. 8, the deadline
for the previous. finance report.
ing a deposit.
Galbraith's campaign said in 'a
"Typically, he does not deposit
press
release, "It appears that canuntil he receives a contributor's
didates
for governor of. Kentucky
information," Center said of Patton's treasurer. George Helton. The are forced to operate under two
requited information includes a con- very different sets of electiontributor's name, address and occu- finance rules, one set for Paul Patton and another for everyone else."
pation; she said.
Galbraith's campaign said the
Registry and campaign officials
said several envelopes that were registry's handling of the matter
postmarked on or. before Oct. 4, "raises new questions" about PatAnd received after that date, were ton's replacement of the twP Most
opened and examined in the pres- senior members of the registry
ence of registry officials to veri- board, including its chairman. The
fy that they had met the dead, new chairman, Louisville lawyer
.and ,prominent Patton contributor
line.
Jack -Smith, said he was unaware
of the matter.

From Page 1

•••

From Page 1
which made 1998 one of the best
fund-raising years for many groups
in a quarter-century.
Grant-making foundations that
are thriving with a strong stock
market also helped fuel the largess.
And online donations, an increasingly popular approach to fund
raising, helped boost many organizations' take, including that of
the fifth-ranked American Red
Cross, which has a spot on its
Web site to "Donate Now."

•French

Judge David C. Buckingham will
run unopposed for Second Division Court of Appeals Judge, while
Judge Dennis R. Foust will run
opposed for 42nd 'District Circuit
Judge.
Polls are scheduled to open at
6 a.m. and remain open until 6
p.m.

• Campaign

CLARIFICATION

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

.ested in a race like this because
it is non-partisan and because people don't have a lot of direct contact with the court of appeals," JohnSon said.
"I think if people will stop and
realize all of the people that had
to die in World War I and World
War 11 and Vietnam to give us
the right to vote, they would go
out to the polls," Hobgood said.
"Anyone with any historical
knowledge knows that if we hadn't iron World War H,-we would
be living in a fascist 'nation where
there would be eio right to vote."
he said.

The Chronicle of Philanthropy
gathers financial data on cash and
in-kind donations from individuals, foundations and corporations.
Only private donations are tallied,
not money from the government
or fees charged by organizations.
On the list were 139 colleges
and :universities, 37 international
groups and 27 religious organizations. Educational institutions collectively fetched the most support.
bringing in $11.6 billion, a 21.9
percent increase from 1997.

•••

the new millennium. It's the right
time and right place for this to
state Democratic Party is using to come out:* she said.
end its fall campaign.
But the next day's decision.
Pageant officials have told Miss showed that Miss French was going
French that "she is able to date further than the pageant
wanted
whomever she wanati
-t date,13ti to go.
if it crosses the line to any kind
"Miss America is a non-partiof political favoritism, that's not san job," said Taylor, who
said
the place for Miss America," said she took part in discussions with
Libby Taylor of Lexington, exec- national officials that led to
Friutive director - of the Miss Ken- day's telephone call telling
Miss
tucky pageant.
French to cool it.
"This was an established poliOn- Thursday, Miss French said
she belie_vecl _her -political-involve- cy," Traylor said. "1t's not just
— ment had the tacit support
of the ,made for Heather." Taylor said
Miss America Organization, which, Miss America is free to answer._
she' said, is looking for "strong; -political questions but "is- --dis-;couraged from associating with any intelligent women."
"We were trying to move the particular party or particular perMiss America Organization into son running for office."

From Page 1

-II Crash ...

While the debris field stayed
intact overnight, Larrabee said
day night and would make the list searchers would have to recover
of names public when notification. as much today as possible with
is completed.
rain and windy conditions foreA contingent of emergency cast for Tuesday,
workers planned to travel with:17- •
Six Coast Guard cutters searched
people representing 16 families to through the night
and a Navy salProvidence this afternoon. Giuliani vage ship,
the USS Grapple', and
said families were being asked to Navy divers
were expected to arrive
bring medical records and pictures
in the .area by tonight, with orders
to help identify loved ones.
to take debris and remains to 'a
The Boeing 767 slammed into former
Navy base in Rhode Island.
the,.ocean 33 minutes after leav"We are beginning what may.
ing New York for Cairo with
be a long investigation'said NTSB,
dozens of American tourists on
,chairman Jim Hall. ,He said air. board. By today searchers had
line and Egyptian government offi- "'recovered two of the jet's evacucials will provide
ation slides, clothing and pass-. •
ports, partially inflated life rafts,
EgyptAir Chairman Mohammed
life iackets and seat cushions..
Fahirn Rayan.•wak asked about'
Ndne of the items had burn, reports that the. Federal Aviation-.marks, which could have indicat- Administration' . had - warned _41
ed a fire or explosion on board, EgyptAir of a terrorist threat. -"We
Larrabee said. And with no dis- take all precautions and we have
tress call from the pilots and a plenty of warnihgs fronl_everyfall of. nearly 300. feet per sec- body, including-14e. FAA,"- he
ond, investigators had few clues. regied."
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# VOTE "YES"
FOR YOUR-FAMILY
AND YOUR COMMUNITY
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The City of Murray is committed to providing the
following services to the annexed area:
*Streetlights for safety and crime prevention.
'Increased police protection in your neighborhood
--- every day with a full time force of 32 city officers in
addition to the Sheriff's Department.
'Full time fire fighters as opposed to volunteers to
provide improved fire protection for safety and lower
. cost of homeowner's insurance.
*Asphalt streets constructed and maintained when
needed..
'Lower cost water, sewer, and gas service available
to all residents.
*Dependable, affordable garbage collection.
*Annual bruSh and leaf pickup, and snow removal.
'Zoning protection to protect your property from
unwanted developments.
*Ability to vote and have representation on issues
that affect your community.
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The Exchange Bank is offering a special rate
on a 24 month certificate of deposit
at 6.25% apy.
Stop in today for this limited time offer.
THE EXCHANGE BANK
Where banking is Good For You!
And The Community Tool

G

Please call Murray City Hall at

762-0309

THE EXCHANGE BANK

223 South 6th Street • Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

if you have any questions regarding annexation.

Phone (270) 247-1403 • Fax (270) 247-5054

Equal
Opportunity
Lender
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Scholars,
journalists
tout impact
offamily

Officials shut down 'nightclub'

• RICHMOND,Ky.(AP)— With.out the Bingham family's influence as owners of The Courier-Journal. Kentucky would be. a far
different place with more _pollunon, corraption and racial tension,
_a group of scholars and journal.ists said.
-This state would hive been
far, far worse off had it nci.t -been
for The Courier-Journal from 1880
'to the end of the Bingham period," Thomas D. Clark, Kentucky's
historian laureate, said at Eastern
'Kentucky University.
. The school's new Center for
The Study of Kentucky History and
Politics held lectures and discusdirEi!EFINARD KANE'Ledger & TImes photo
sions Saturday aboui the Bingham
AND THEY'RE OFF...BMX riders charge off the starting gate
ing a practice run on the new
family and its impact on the state's
BMX track at the Murray-Calloway County Park Saturday afternoon. The park hosted its last
history,politics-and journalism.
The family sold the newspaper
race of the season.
and other Media properties, including The Louisville Times newspaper
41nd WHAS televisioa awl raçhft
Ce-inVeS
after a family squabble in 1986.
.The Courier-Journal is now owned Staff Report
Also, Kim Grogan of Butter.of North 12th Street reported that
by _Gannett.
Murray Ledger & T-iFnes.--óuiu. go, nitu hia Truck thrPlign - woPth Road-reported Saturday that
Paul Blanchard, who heads up , City police are investigating its convertible op Friday tight and a three-wheeler was taken from his
the center, said the discussion Of thefts from two vehicles in which took a $250 1VC compact disc hOme. He last saw it Oct. 25, the
the Bingham family was chosen items worth more than $800'were player, two lever-action Winchester report said.
for the. center's-first :major con- taken during an othF.IWiSe _Oict __rifles valued at tin each and a
In other
- matters, Henry County,
ference because "it seemed to be Halloween weekend. ..
Pioneer amplifier valued at $115.
Tenn., officials arrested Tammy
a topic that ill a way tied togethSomeone also took $390 from
Carl Molitor. of _Whisper Driv2
Hart, 39, of Buchanan,.Tenn„ Fner Kentucky ..politics, hiStory and -reported that JVC eamcorder, a his Wallet, as well as an automatic
day
on a Calloway County warrant
journalism."
charger and.two batteeles, with a teller Machine card, Which was
:It also -provided an opportuni- • _combined value.- Of $56.9,_"were fater Used to withdraw $10 from his charging her with felony welfare
_ .more-than-$-100:
ty ft the _university to, tionor taken from his vehicle While'it was bank-account7the report-said.-- - — fraud
_
William E. Ellis, ,Who won. the • parked,at a Snamores.Street home
Hart, who was also going by the
• Meanwhile, the Calloway
19994-Governor's Award fQrhislo- Saturday night. a M-urray.police re- , County Sheriff's Department has
Tammy Scott, was also
ry for his hr obk.abotit Robert...Worth port said.
' received a- repdrrof a- stolen four-'• -served with several Calloway DisBiagham, Blanchard •aid,
„ • ' -Also taken were a pair of Nike
trict Court warrants, Sheriff Stan
wheeler valaediat.$2,80.0.
Bitighkm bought the.newspaper •.
David Edmonson of'a Kentucky Scott said.
shoes,'a pair'of Pants,and
in :1:918.'Th .riev?spaper was.later • .- vest With a sOmbitied value' of 121.North'iddress reported-Sunday
Hart remained in the Calloway
nip by his son, liarrig -Bingham $260,ilre':-repott said." •
• that he had last seen the red 1989- County Jail without bond Monday
aid- grandson, Barry...Bingham
morning
ffie other case, Jeremy Scott- - Yamaha-vehicle on Friday.

asking to reopen case

'throughout their time -as owti- !VI
,of The Courier,Journal,• ttig
•
13-inghains championed causes- suds
,
,as mental ,health, agriculture, the ,'
Special' Franklin Circuit Judge
- 'FRANKFORT. Ky: '(AP4
especially:in eastenvironment
"should not
Attorney General Beh•Cfrandler is Witham W. Tnide
ern .Kentucky,.. where strip-'miners: asking. the Kentucky Court. of;have- diSmissesl..the" ,indictments
polfuteb ".. Appeals to illOvrltim to, reopen - handed clown after a 16--hotir grand
flattenedtinountains; and
:
'streams,, the -SpeakerS said.- The -the Criminal case against- two to juirY_ deliberation. '
Bingham -family . also tried iso be: aides co. gpv."PaSI Patton,:
- Chandler claims,: that Andrew
.
a calming inflietice-during-the civil- •
Chandler filed an appeal Fri-. "Skipper' Martin. Paiton's 1995'
rights Movement. flue speakers said. - da) with the court, al:gbing that campaign manager. and now chief
•
'

tideruna

ot staff, orchestrated a way to
avoid the $1.8, million campaign
spending 'Unit by using third parties.
Chandler's office filed the appeal
Just four days before the Nov. 2
election

BERKLEY, Ky.(AP) — After a two-month investigation, authorities shut down a suspected illegal nightclub in the middle of a
cornfield and arrested four people. .
James Morrison, 44, Allen Picket, 47, and Tina Frost, 34, all'
of Arlington, and Steve 'Walker, 44, of Columbus were charged
with trafficking in alcoholic beverages in a dry territory. Morrison also was charged with illegal transportation of alcoholic beverages in a dry territory and possession of marijuana. Kentucky
State Police Detective Sgt. Don Woods identified m'Orrison as the
owner and builder of the facility near the Hickman County line.
-',This
_than_ a few buddios-bavAL,A beer in their
f
garage,", Woods said.
•
The arrests were made Friday night by state police and the
Carlisle -County sheriff's department.

Plant cleanup .expected to be lengthy
PADUCAH, Ky. (Al?) — Bechtel Jacobs Co.'s president said
he is eager-to -Proceed with--the cleanup of contamination of the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant.
,
,
However: Joe Nemac said
up .aucliii-Viaite at any
U.S.. Department of Energy site. is not an easy, speedy or inexpensive task. Bechtel Jacobs has a contract with DOE to plan and
oversee the environmental cleanup at the plant where uranium has
been enriched for use as a-nuclear fuel since 1952.
Bechtel Jacobig; the environmenfaT contractor at the plant Since
April 1998, has drawn-criticism for what some say is the, slow
progress i:,f cleanup. The company has also been -criticized in a
DOE report for not giving proper oversight to seeing that some
of its subcontractors follow safety procedures.'
. Bechtel .Jacob§ has already begun taking action to iespond to

Accidents injure motorists
,a% hit at,641 7i intersection
Staff Report ---with Kentucky 464,the report said
Murray Ledger & Times
Motorists were injured this past
The accident happened about
weekend in separate two-vehicle 2:30 p.m. Friday when a vehicle
accidents on U.S. 641 North in driven by -Chester Garner,
57, of
which a vehicle was overturned.
Alm°. left Kentucky 464 and
Robert V Vivrette, 27; of crossed 641 Muth, t6e report-said.
Princeton,-was arrested ,ori charges
Garners vehicle -hit the vehicle
of driving 'under the influence and
having no insurance after he report- driven' by Phyllis Stubblefield,edly rear-ended a car driven by causing it to spin and roll over onto
its top, the report said.
Teresa Joiner. 39, of Benton.
Elsewhere. Murray- police reVivrette was driving north on
ported
working an accident SaturU.S. 641 just outside of Murray
about 12:40 a.m. Sunday when he day night at the intersection of
hit the back of Joiner's car, causing South Sixth and Poplar streets in
her,to spin then overturn two to which a bicyclist pulled in front of
a car.
three times before landing on its
The rider, Zachary Rayburn, age
top. the Calloway County Sheriffs
and address unknown, reportedly Departmeru reported.
received minor injuries When he
• The extent of -her injuries 'was rode across the Weaks Center parkunknown at press time. .
ing lot and into the path of a vehiIn the other accident, Phyllis cle driven by Robert Key, age and
Stubblefield, 44, and her husband address,unknown, who was turning
John W: Stubblefield, 46, received onto South Sixth, the police report
back and neck ihjuries when their said
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Because of the demand for new numbers, area. code 270 is now in effect for
Kentucky. Starting November 1, you will need to dial area code 2'70 for your long distance
calls to complete properly to and within the area shown on the map at left.
You may need to reprogram telecommunications equipment like speed dialers, fax

machines, PBXs - virtually anything that dials humbers automatically (consult your
vendor if you're not sure). And if your area code has changed, remember to let friends
and family members know your new'area code. Local calling rates will not be affected

For more information about new area code 270, please visit our Web site at
www.bellsouth.com/areacode. Or

call us at 1 800 964-7941.
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Democrats seek peace

•.7

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As
tempting as it may be to some,
Sen. Larry Saunders apparently
will not be moved into the_Capitol Annex office now occupied by
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy.
The cubbyhole on the second
floor has come to symbolize the
General Assembly's gulag, where
outcasts were sent
after winding,
_
uis- on the losing sift in the_lat--est purge.
Shaughnessy was sent there in
a fit of pique and retribution earlier this year for refusing to bow
and scrape to Saunders.
-Mar fo that,
e was
occupied by Sen. David Williams;
who lost more than his share of
various TeacieiSMr§471215151LTIMISnr
his fellow Republicans over-the
years.
Now it is Saunders who is likeoutear.t,-blamedfor the perfidy that cost the Democratic Party in the Senate its position as the majority.
His Unholy alliance with Republicans to get himself elected president of the Senate has, in the
twisted manner of Kentucky politics, now come back to haunt htm--and his party.
Saunders' fall is indicative of
how dramatically fortunes can
change in politics.
And the Kentucky State Senate
may 8 well have been a laboratory for such a study in the last
three years.
Williams, who once could barely win one of three leadership
positions in a Republican caucus
of only eight members, is now
Senate president in all but name,
waiting -only for January for it to
become official.
Dan Kelly of Springfield was
Republican flpoOleader in the Senate, but cameA3kithin a single vote
during the 1998 session of being

•

The

Racc:)r 311,\

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

MERE ty_AY 7O0Muoi
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN)
T14E. TWO MAWR PARTIES.
uj€ IJEED A cemTilisr••

Party.s
Special.
Missioh

MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
unceremoniously dumped.
chairmanship:
He quietly stepped aside durBut then he look on the post
ing the 1.999 leadership elections of Democratic caucus 'chairman
in the GOP caucus.
earlier this year. promising to work
He is now going to be the especially hard to get more Democmajority floor leader during the rats elected to the state Senate.
2000 session, rehabilitated by
• He has now announced he won't
siettil7arns,
same marrw
even run 1& another term next
engineered his ouster last year.
year.
And, of course, there are the
--reAfoCratrWhirtrantle&mgrdr— Glenn Freeman, whose defeat
Tour
incumbent Democrat Charlie
er with Saunders in 1997 to start of
Berger in 1996 may have been
the upheaval.
Foremost,among them is Benny one of the critical pieces that made
the Democrats fall, will lose his
Ray. Bailey of Hin4ia2n .
It was Bailey who was the exec- chairmanship of the Economic
utive producer of the Saunders Development and Labor Commitshow, at long last getting a chance tee and almost certainly his seat
to win a leadership fight. And for on the budget panel.
Walter Blevins, once president
a time, it worked for him.
.Bailey got the chairmanship of pro tern of the Senate, then whip
the Appropriations and Revenue of the IYemocritic- cailas, may
-ort" -ni
—iuttee he had coveted for so fade more than any of-them.
long.
" But Majority Floor Leader David
Now, he has nothing, about to Karem, the one constant in the
become a backbencher, perhaps sav- turmoil of ,the Senate Democratic
ing his seat on the budget •com- Party, said retribution will not
be
mittee only through his two decades sought.
of seniority.
Williams has joked the "gulag"
Gary Johnson may have fallen
office space may be turned- into
even farther. Johnson spent a record
sum to win his state Senate seat some sort of memorial.
As it is, the office stands between
in Pike County just three years
those
occupied by Sens. Dan Scum
ago.
of
Louisxille
and Bob: Leeper of
Johnson was chairman of the
the
two members who
Paducah,.
State Government Committee right
after he took part in the 1997 .changed their party affiliations and
coup, but found that legislative work tore the Whole party.structure asuncut into his lucrative pecsonal injury __ d_%just,•another temptation to put
Saunders in between -the two.
legal practice.
•
He rarely attended interim comPerhaps the memorial- could be
mittee meetings and gave up his to political pettiness.
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Facing diverse issues

This winter's much-anticipated
turning of the century coincides
with the convening of the first
Kentucky General Assembly Of the
new millennium, a session that
will set the tone and chart the
course for our Commonwealth. in
the /1st Century.
•
I will join my 99 colleagues
in the ouse of Representatives
Taxes, too. are a legislative mat- als to improve social-services delivwhen the first gavel falls in Frank- ter, and this -year there will like- ery under welfare reform by reorfort Jan. 4.
ly be discussion of at least one ganizing caseloads, to improve
On that day, and for 59 leg- tax cut.
insurance coverage for mental
islative days thereafter, legislators
That's because passage of .a health services, to provide more
'froth Paduc-ah to Pikeville and constitutional amendment during school nurses for Kentucky. Stufrom Covington to Columbia 'and the 1998 session (and its subse- dents with 'educational disabilities
all points in between will delve quent ratification by votets'. in and/or health care needs and to
WASHINGTON (AP) — If the
into the myriad issues we've stud- statewide balloting) gavd us author- better coordinate services for
Clinton administration wants to see
ANALYSIS
ied as members of interim'(between- ity to reduce or eliminate certain HIV/AIDS patients in Kentucky.
a rerun of the debacle in the Sensessions) committees and task property taxesoincluding the unpopate over the. 1996.nuclear test ban
Education, as always, will be
forces during the . previous 18 ular ad' valorem property tax on a .priority. Following earlier legtreaty, it need only suggest amendmonths.
motor vehicles:.
ing an earlier one, the 1972 Antiislative reforms of elementary, secIt is a measure of the number
Many legislators support elim- ondary and higher education, adult
TOM RAUM
Ballistic Missile Treaty.
and complexity of those issues inating this .tax. How to do that education and the dontinuing trainYet, that's exactly what it's been
Associated Press Writer
that during our winter-tong ses- while assuring we have adequate ing Of our mature workforce is
„cajole Russia into agreeing to go missile-defense sy
mine the entireABM treaty, which , Ion, well over a thousand bills rrvelluc fur ESSentiai govetimient- et to take center stage.
along with a limited anti-missile
Recommendations reported by
The arms-control controversy arms control advocates, see as a will be introduced. Of those, Sev- -programs is the guesiion 'that
defense.
the 1998 legislative Task Force,ok
seems bound to be an issue in bedrock agreement — and send eral hundred will make it through remains to be answered.
That question also applies to Adult Education will help us craft
It could all lead to another next year's presidential and con- new shock waves around the world. committee and onto the House
majorforeign-policy embarrassment gressional races.
-The vote on the test ban treaty floor for •a vote by the full cham- another proposal that has been legislation for consideration on the
raised to give an income-tax break - floor which may increase funding
fOr the administration on the heels
Democrats are pressing their should be seen as a sign that the ber.
By session's end, „thrise bills to Kentucky's working poor, whose for adult-education courses in our
of the Senate's rejection earlier attack on Republicans for rejeci- • 'arms control regime is under a
this month of the Comprehensive ing the test-ban vote, a move that great deal of stress," said Daryl surviving the long and delibera- numbers and problems have grown communities.
This is just a quick glimpse at
Test Ban Treaty.
also drew wide international con- Kimball, director of the Coalition tive legislative .process will have. as a result of -federal welfare
a few of the issues we'll be lookThe Oct. 13 test4san vote is demnation. Both Vice President Al to_Reduce Nuclear Dangers. "And passedboth the House and Sen- reform.
Some -big-ticket issues facing ing at this winter.
forcing new attention on the older Gore and Democratic rival Bill it may not be able to sustain fur- ate and .been signed by the govthe 2000 General Assembly involve
Over the next two months, I•
treaty — both at home and abroad. Bradley vow theY•11 resubmit the ther stress, whether due to parti- ernor into law.
By
April
15
(an
manend-date
the
health
of
thousands
throughplan
to use this space to' further
Of all arms-control pacts, the test-ban treaty if elected.
san politics, or misguided natio- dated.
by the Kentucky Constitu- out the Commonwealth.
outline
the Major problems and
ABM treaty between Moscow and
Meanwhile, Republican presi- al policy."
tion) we will have returned home.
Medicaid managed care, for proposals facing us, from possiWashington is the most widely dential hopeful George W. Bush
The administration must walk
We'll probably ,..come home example, is believed by many to ble restructuring of the electricity
despised by congressional conser- favors going 'even further than a fine line -- with Russia no
• exhausted, too, for legislative ses- be the most cost-effective way to industry to how Kentucky should
vatives.
President Clinton in building, a balking at moves to modify the
siOnS are draining': .Ong hours of deliver health care to the eco- spend the billions of dollars it
They don't want to modify it. nationwide anti-missile defense.
ABM treaty.
reading, debating and amending leg- nomically disadvantaged.,
expects.to receive from two recent
They want to scrap it.
Republicans portray the ClinIn words that caused alarm here,' islation are staples of session life.
Many
others,
however,
believe
settlements between the state and
That's because it prohibits either ton-Gore administration as weak Russia's deputy defense minister,
Each morning is spent in corn- Medicaid managed-care partner- tobacco companies.
country from developing a nation- on national defense
and are Nikolai Mikhailpv, asserted ...owittee meetings and afternoons On ship§ created in Kentucky a few
Meanwhile, I want to remind
al missile defense system -7- long searching for an issue that 'works Monday that Russia would overthe chamber floor.
years
ago
are
draining
money
from
you
that I am in Frankfort as your
a Republican priority and now for them.
come any defense 'against ballisHours are spent meeting with public health departments and are, elected representative, and my job
embraced by the Clinton adminisSome conservatives. including tic missiles that, the -United States constituents, and returning your not
administratively as cost effec- is to speak for you. As you read
tration as well.
Foreign Relations Committee Chair- could build.' •
welcome phone calls to me. Toward tive as traditional Medicaid.
this series of three reports on the
The administration is trying to man Jesse Helms, R-N.C., con"If the United States violates the end, floor sessions may stretch
Expect an effort this session to issues of the 2000 session, I hope
persuade Russia- that bothnations sider the ABM treaty already null the 1972 ABM treaty ... Russia late into the night.
find common ground and resolve you'll take time to call or write
need limited national missile and void — on the grounds that can unequivocally *defend itself by
As always this year, budgetary those divergent opinions in the to share your views.
defense systems to protect against it was negotiated with tha Soviet improving its weaponry," Mikhailov concerns promise to be at the top best
interest of 'the thousands of
I can only do my job effecpossible nuclear attacks by terror- Union. which no longer exists.
said.
of our list.Kentuckians affected by which tively-if I know what each of you
ist or "rogue" nations.
He'd likely use any move to
Albright called those reports • Under the Constitution, the leg- direction we take.
is thinking.
Secretary of State Madeleine revisit it in the Senate as a chance troubling, an overreaction. "I don't islature has sole authority to draft
It's likely the 2000 session will . You can write me do LegislaAlbright's suggestion that the ABM to kill it off.
want anybody, whether here or in _A two-year, spending plan for the also consider legislation submit- tive Offices, Capitol Annex, Franktreaty might 'need to be adjusted
Fearing it would lose such a Russia, to be reviving old prob- state.
ted by the Governor's Early Child- fort, Ky. 40601, or call me tollslightly to permit such systems is showdown, the administration has lems. We should be trying to solve
And that represents billions of hood Task Force to stimulate emo- free at 1-800-372-7181.
drawing jeers from Senate con- not yet sent the Senate ABM mod- neW problems," she said Tuesday. your tax dollars, which we are tional and intellectual growth
Just leave a message, and I'll
servatives. ifications agreed to in 19q7 by
While Russia wants to stick to keenly aware Must be invested or among pre-schoolers.
get back to you' as soon as I pos"Since Article 1 of the treaty Clinton and Russian President Boris the terms, of the treaty, there is spent wisely.
We'll probably look at propos- sibly can.
expressly prohibits a national mis- Yeltsin. These transfer Soviet no way It can prevent the United
file defense, the secretary's sug- responsibility for the treaty to Rus- States from breaking away.
gestion that only a _slight adjust-' sia and other nuclear-capable forThat could have the same effect
*tent is required is a huge under- mer Soviet republics'.
that Helths and other conservastatement," said Sen. Thad Cochran,
A Senate "no" vote on any tives desire: consigning the pact
Oct. 27 - The Wall Street Journal, on Rus- this week and featuring Attorney General Janet
R-Miss, a strong ' proponent of a ABM modifications could under— to history's dustbin.
sia and Chechnya:
Reno and her counterparts from the other G-8
The Russian army and air force have already nations. What could they have thought when RussMURRAY
killed thousands of civilians in Chechnyna and are ian prosecutor Vladimir Ustiliov _started to blame
gearing up ,to level what is left of the republic's everything from the international arms trade to
Letters must be brief.;We
capital, Grozny. But this doesn't seem to perturb. petty theft in New York on the people his govreserve the right to condense
Western leaders bent on "cooperating" wittothe Krem-. ernment has been carpet bombing in recent weeks?
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
or reject any letter.
lin. The much-abhorred East Timor -bloodletting
miChecluiya undoubtedly is home to some unwholeManaging Editor
Publisher
Send letters to PO.. Box
was "a mere .trick1e-,-6-y comparison.
'some characters: But by. now it should be clear
1040„Murray, Ky.420/1.They
ALICE ROUSE
To get a sense of how surreal the policy of that Russia's indiscriminate bombing of Chechen
may also be faxed to (502)
General Manager
"engagement" With Russia has: become, consider villages has little to do with fighting crime or ter-.
753-1927 or e-mailed to
the little-noticed conference on combating interna- rorisin. The military campaign is more likely politWhere there is no vision,. the people perish.'
mIt@murrayledger.com
tional crime and money laundering held in Moscow ical cynicism at its ugliest. ...
PUBLISHED BY MURRAKNEWSPAPER,INC..

Treaty could cause-
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Robert H. Burkeen
Robert H. Burkeen, 88, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, died Sunday,
Oct. 31, 1999, at 7:50 p.m. at West View Nursing - Home, Murray,
where he had been a patient for four days.
A retired employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a member of- Elm Grove Baptist Church and an Army
veteran of World War II.
Born March 31, 1910, he was the son of the late Prince Burkeen
and Courtney Duncan Burkeen. Two sisters, Vera Walston and Louise
Duncan, and five brothers, Aubrey, Don, Leahion, James and Clyde
Burkeen, all preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Arlene Cunningham Burkeen, to
whom he was married on Oct. 15, 1941; two daughters, Mrs. Jeanette
Morgan and hbsband, John L., and Mrs. Janice Owen and husband,
Jerry, and four grandsons, Rob Owen and wife, Joda, John David
Morgan and wife, Julie, Jeremy Owen and Mitchell Morgan, all of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. lma Dell Gibson; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the/chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev..- Dennis Norvell and Dr. Todd
Buck will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

- The Murray independent School
District is planning a "Academic
Victory Celebration" to share the
success of teachers and students in
the recent CATS and CMS assessments of academic performance.
The event is scheduled for Nov.
3, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Murray High School commons area. All
students, parents, and community
members who care about public
education in Murray are invited to
attend.
"We want the opportunity to acknowledge the trmendous
achievement of our students, teachers, administrators and support personnel,' said Superintendent W.A.

Kelly Alexander Court
Kelly Alexander Court. 36, South 15th Street, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 28, 1999, at 8:36 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A carpenter, he was a member of First Baptist ChurchlCalyert
City.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Erdice Court, Murray; his father,

Murray's ;cores on the CTBS
(Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills), a national teat, and the
CATS (Commonwealth AccountBERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
ability Testing.,System), a test of
ON TARGET...Whitney Green,6, lets loose during the football toss Saturday afternoon at the
the core content taught in Kentucky
Murray Family YMCA's grand opening at its new location on Chestnut Street. Approximately
schciott, placed the Murray school
people-turned out-fer-the-event.-- — _
Mrs. Kerry Thompson, and one nephew, Cooper Thompson, Appleton,
anyare nip academic
Wis.
schools in the state.
u er I Is tud.ay
am*-the--eliapel of Collier Funeral
Franklin noted that sports teams
Home, Benton. The Rev. Alan Thompibn is officiating. Burial will
IblirdelebrationS
follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
important games or championship
trophies and thabit seemed.appro•
club_priate to celebrate acaderriic victoas
The funeral for Howard Coleman Giles Jr. was Sunday At
A
short program scheduled to
chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. TerryGarvin
in the
begin
at 4 p.m. will feature Murray
officiated.
A Modern Woodmen of Amernity, Modern Woodinza helps
Youth Service Clubs for young
Pallbearers were Jim Fenton, Ben Scott, Andy Batts, Cardin Giles, ica Tiny Tot Service Club will be members were begun in 1942. Club - strengthen the bonds between fami- High School band students and culminate in the presentation of
Wayne Powell, David Powell. James Yates and David Hill! Burial was instituted at an organizational party members learn about patriotism. 'ries and neighbors.
- plaques to each of the three schools
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Nov. 10 at 1st Step Learning Cen- good citizenship and the joy of
Modern Woodmen of America
in the Murray district.
-Mr.-eites Jr., 42;-Antioch, Tenn., formerly of Murray,---died Fnday,--ter,--13-1-4-C-eldwater-ReakL
through participating • is a fraternal life insurance society
Oct. 29, 1999, at 11 a.m, at his home.
Molly A. York, Mayfield, a.rep- in a variety of service-oriented', headquartered in Rock Island.
He worked as a telco researcher for Computer Comm. Co., and resentative.of -the fraternal life in- educational and recreational actiy.,;
serving
was a member. of Conenent Presbyterian Church, Nashville, Tenn. He' surance society with home offices ties. Nearly 800 Clubs are active nawas born Sept. 1-, 1957, in LaFayette, Ind
in Rock Island, Ill., is sponsoring tionwide.
. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Libby .Giles; his parents, Dr. the club.
Mndern. Woodmen also sponsors
Howard and Geneva Giles, Murray; one brother, Tim Giles and wife, . York said the club will be the educational and safety programs for
Kaye, Elizabethtown.
57th club in the state. Lisa Allen. thousands of children.in cities and
Murray, is the group's tiny tot towns coast to coast. Through these
events, open to the entire commuleader.
.
The funeral for Edward Paschall Lawrence was Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. 6Iynn Orr
Lariat Leather Additions
officiated. Gene Orr Miller lead congregational singing with Renee
Men & Womeo.Rardsole
Underwood as pianist.
--7,ho,est
Pallbearers were Marshall Garland, Bernice Garland, Buddy White,
Bryan also credits off-campus
For the fourth consecutive year.
John Tucker, Joe Lawrence and Allen McDougal. Burial was in the Murray State University has broken programs such as those in Hopkins=
Elm Grove Cemetery.
its,fall enrollment record. Total stu- ville with having a positive influMr. Lawrence, 66; Appletret Coutt-Xlaymont, Del., died Wednes- dents at M.
SU this semester number ence on enrollment figures.
dai, Oct. 27, 1999, at 6:50 p.m. at Christiana Care; Stanton, Del.
8,914. • He .worked as an accountant for Delaware Engineering & Design
According to Phil Bryan, dean
Co:, 'served in the U.S. Air Force during the Korean Conflict, and of admissions, enrollment of partwas of Baptist-faith. Born March 9, 1933, in Haw!, he was the son time students has increased, reflectof the late Hubert tsf: Lawrence Sr. and Shelia B. Paschall Lawrence. ing an economy where more adults
- Survivors-include his wife, Mrs. Lois .Maxine`McDougal Lawrence; are both working and attending colone sister, Mrs. Annette Leath, Murray; two brothers, H.M. Lawrence lege.
Jr. and wife, Louetta,'Warren, Mich., and Lowell Lawrence and -wife.
In addition, the universityhas a
Lucinda,. Detroit, Mich.; six sisters-in-law; three brothers-in-law.
larger out-of-state enrollment than
usual.
Retention is at an all-time+igh,
with- more students returning to. the
. university-than ever before.
"Our retention Worts are definitelv v,r,rkin.- Bryan said.

---Hewa-C61e-atari
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'Indian' author to read
froinworks Nov.11

Rebuilding the Indian' makes
the construction of a motorcycle a
metaphor for reshaping life. Like
'Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance,' this book is as much
about family, desire and self-definition as it,is about getting a bike on
the ,road," said novelist Ann
Patchett about Haefele's work.
The reading will take place at
7:30 p.m. and will be followed by a
reception and book signing at the
Faculty Club. Books will be„available the night of the reading.
The reading is free and open to
all. For more information, call
(270)762-4713.

Fred ,Haefele, author of "Rebuilding the Indian" and other
prize-winning fiction and non-fiction, will present from his work at
'Murray State University's Pogue
Library Nov. II as part of the reading series sponsored by the MSU
department of English.
Haefele has received fellowships
from the National Endowment for
the Arts, the Fine Arts Work Center
in Provincetown and Sewanee University.
He has taught creative writing'at
the University of Montana aid
Stanford, where he held a- Jones
Lectureship.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
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The new
digital hearing aid.
It's like nothing you've ever heard before.

and Completely Automatic
Janet
G-8
Russ.
lame
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govLeks?
holeclear

echen
r ter-.

The senso'' n 100% Digiul

DIGITAL HEARING AID
I hc

iting Aid ‘‘itli A !Hain.

Fritiryfod 1876

STONE-LANG CO
Hearing Rehabilitation
206 South 4th • Murray

Inccstincnts Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...10704.17 - 25.69
+',
Air Products
AT&T
Bell South
47'• + 2'2
Briggs & Stratton
58'2+1.
Bristol Myers Squibb
77'.+%
55% +11
Caterpillar
4p, Daimler Chrysler
77'. unc
VI Dean Foods
45`.
• Exxon
Firstar
283.
Ford Motor
133'. General Electric
69%
General Motors
Goodrich
22°.
191,Goodyear
HopFed Bank* 2e.B 21 A
IBM
98'..+'..
c2%.4-1.
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
11%.
l.G&F
64 +‘.
I.ucent Tech
14'. 4-`,
Mattel
41'. +'2
NicIhmalds
-'.
Merck
93".+ '.
Microsoft
25".. +`.
IC. Penney
Pfizer. Inc.
70 uric
Quaker Oats
Sears
62'..+ 1'.
Texaco
unc
Time Warner
44'. -‘.
Union Planters
27'.
UST
;7'.+ 1
War-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in thus
stock
uric price uochanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available

The Murray Bank is
building a brand new facility.
And to celbrale our growing
bank, we're introducing a
special "ground
•
breaking"CD with hi t1b& interest rates that

Customer may upgrade CD too higher rote
-onetime during term SSOO minimum
deposit required Customer may odte.--,..
' minimum of S500 to CD at any tine.
Penalty fa early withdrawal. Rates Midst in
accordance with 18-month CD offered by The
Marcy Bank Rotes effective Oct 20, 1999

Can grow as well. You get these
great rates today. But ... if
interest rates rise ... you can
take advantage ofthe higher trite!
Earn.the most for your money
with a certificate of deposit
from The Murray Bank.

The 4)

Murray Bank

HiwARD

polit(1nr l?,,t Int I Stnient

1000 Whitnell • Murray. Ky • 2-10153 5626
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Cub -Seouts bring home special awards
"Scouting is a family activity,"
says Richard Sullivan, chairman
for activities and civic services
for the Boy Scouts of America
Chickasaw District. "We encourage parents and little brothers and
sisters (tag-a-longs) to attend each
Scouting event."
"The Scouting program prodes-positive -activities for -boys,
ages 6 to 22," reports Rita Stutler, district committee member.
"There is a program, 'Exploring and Learning For Life,' provided for young men and women,
ages 14 to 22. Murray-Calloway
Coon , -Hrisn'tal hold& one- of.the
charters for Medical fxplorers. It
. really gives young adults an outjja_ vizi& in the „inmpritlity

stay inv_qlyed in positive _service,"
_
Stutler said.
Schools, churches and _civic
" s can charter a ack
--(cub Scouts) and a troop (boy
scouts)ogAn Eagle Scout has certain requirements he has to complete in order to achieve the highest award, the Arrow of Light,"
said Chad Jenkins, district executive. "As an Eigle Scout myself,
it is always rewarding for me to
see young men receive this honorable award."
The Boy Scouts of America
have organized the Cub Scout
Olympics for 15 years. The event
is held annually .at various loca-

School and hosted over 200 competitors in the Shuttle run, Soccer Ball, Kick, Basketball Dribble, Football Toss, and Long Jump
A Pack elay race concluded the
competition.
Olympic winners from Pack 37
at East Elementary School were
Maison Lemoine, Bear Cub
Bronze, •Douglas Fisher, Wolf
Cub - Silver, and Andrew Lofton,
Wolf Cub - Gold, all in Football
Toss; Britt Colson, Tiger Cub Double Medal winner in Bronze,
long jump, and Silver in Football
Toss/
_Olympic.panicantc from Puck
37 also included Justin Hill, Joshua
Martin, Gabriel Martin, Steven
...Adant...Edmonsou. _ Justin
Ripley, Joshua Colson, Steven
Keatdn Duncan and Jesse
•-• Verive.
Pack 73 from Southwest Ele rnentary had the following Olympic
OLYMPIC PARTICIPANTS - Members of Cub Scout Pack 37 wiriners:
Shuttle Run: Travis Manning,
of East Elementary School participating in the Cub Scout
Tiger Cub - Gold; Logan Burks,
Olympics 1999 at Mayfield Middle School were, from left,
Wolf Cub - Silver; Heath Crist,
back row, Justin Hill, Joshua Martin, Douglas Fisher, Gabriel
Bear Cub - Gold; Ryan Cooney,
Martin, Maison Lemoine, Steven Godby. front row, Adam
Bear Cub - Aronze; Travis SauciEdmonson, Justin Ripley, Andrew Lofton, Britt Colson and
er. Webelos I - Bronze.
Joshua Colson: not pictured are Steven Carlile, Keaton DunSoccer Kick: Taylor Grady,Tiger
can and Jesse Verive.
Cub - Bronze; Logan Burks,, Wolf
Cub - Gold; Jesse McMallon, Bear
tions throughout the Chickasaw
Marshall, Carlisle and Calloway Cub - Bronze; Lee Hart, Webe-District which encompasses Hick- Counties in Western Kentucky and los 11 - Silver.
man, Fulton, South Fulton, Graves, Tennessee.
Basketball and Long Jump:
' The Cub Scout Olympics 1999 Heath Crist, Bear Cub - Gold in
were held at Mayfield Middle
both.
Football Toss: Travis Saucier,
Webelos I - Bronze.
. Pack 73 won second place in
the overall Pacl. Relay Race.

BRAND NEW LOCATI
SAME EXCELLENT SERVIICE

The Essentud Das,‘0a
-Massage Therapy -Facials •AVEDAV,Produ

& DPI• Aromatherapy - Sugaring'
.
1311 Johnson Blvd- • Mur

7'67L/3T6CD

Presented by

Glendale*Place

v4

Christy Mattingly -

-,
'

Marketing Director

PRESCRIPTION FOR
LONG LIFE

Window Treatments • Carpet

II
7

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture •Accessories •

184-0;751)1776
i-Vdicome to you

808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

The',.Singte-,most 'important antiaging measure that -a-person can
take, regardless of age. is to exercise regearly. Exercise promotes
longevity largely because it helps
prevent coronary artery, aisease.
high blood pressure, stroke, diabetes. obesity, osteoporos
nility. and possibly—
.' certain car
cers. This virtual anti-aging thc!
apy also eases stress, depressi,
inSomnia,..and arthritic pain.
reap these benefits, a person lie,. I
only get at least 30 minutes
exercise daily. Exercise routiri,
should include an aerobic activi to raise the heart rate and improv
balance, and stretching to prevent
stiffness. Following the regimen
described above amounts to a
prescription for lone life.
At GLENDALE PLACE. 9(1'
Glendale Road. we offer a bro.:
range of services and ameniric
including a diverse activity pr,
gram;Use of the library. activitic,
center, crafts room, and priv .11
areas to host your special guest
make Glendale Place an outstall •
ing place to call home: therc
truly something for everyor
Unlike Many retirement comm
nities. all this is available to v
on a monthly rental basis; thenno endowment fee. To schedulc .
visit. call 759-1555..—The - Nt.
Choice--,tor Independent Livin
(Lifestyle is a choice.)
-

.."

We should all support the Murray Lions Club in the annual radio auction starting tonight (Monday) and continuing on
Tuesday and Wednesday from 6 to 9:30 p.m. each evening over
Radio Station WNBS, 1340 on the A.M. dial. The club members hold this auction each year to raise funds to continue with
their projects to help the local people with eye examinations,
glasses purchase, diabetes diagnosed and treated and other local
projects. Local businesses have donated items for the auction.
To bid on items listen and. then call 753-2400_ with your bid.
This has been a long standing project of the club'which
recently observed its 60th anniversary as a club here in MurAnt_ It is a working club_and .1 _remember one club member
sstiVwhen looking for members, we always endeavor to get
members who will work and participate in the projects of the
club."

Library events planned
Calloway County Public Library will not have the Baby & Parent/Adult program at 9:30 a.m. and the Toddler & Parent/Adult
Program at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday because of Election Day; however the library , will be open. On Wednesday Parents & Twos for
24 to 36 month will be at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour for 3 to 7
years will be at 10:30a.m. "Mother Goose" will be theme of the
Wednesday events, according to Sandy Linn, youth services librarian. For more information call 753-2288.

MAP board will meet
The Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP). formerly PSI, will hold the monthly board meeting on Tuesday at 5:15 p.m. in the office of Gale
Vinson, chapter president, third floor. Murray State University Curris Center. All members are invited to attend, especially officers
and committee chairs. For more information call Cathy Thompson
CPS at 762-1680.
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Faxon Fellowship Wednesday
The Faxon Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday at 8 am, at
Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North. This is for hny person
who ever 'attended Faxon School and their families. For more information call Frank Brandon' at 753-8394.
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4-H club meeting Wednesday
A Calloway County 4-H Club called "ROMs Helping Kids" will
be organized Wednesday from 4 to 5 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This will be for children interested in sheer; and goats.
All interested persons are invited.

Moms In Touch will meet
Moms In Touch International, a prayer support group for women,
will meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main Streets, Murray.. For more information call DeeDee Cohoon
at 759-9778 or Ginger Leave!! at 759-4732.

ingles.(SOS) will meet

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. The
SOS is a support group for any single person whether divorced,
widowed or never married. For more information call Vicky at
759-5395 or Jackie at 17270-247-7754.

Hardin TOPS on Tuesday
Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter No. 495 will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Hardin Public Library. For more
information call Brenda Duncan at 753-8966.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday .at 10:30 a.m.
in the HomeCare Conference Room -of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All interested persons and family members are welcome to attend. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN,
CS at 762-1485.

COMES WITH A $1,399
FREE KOALA SEWING CABINET

,

WITH PURCHASE OF- A PFAFF CREATIVE 7570*
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Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday form noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
south 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church. _

THIS MONTH,THE PFAFF CREATIVE® 7570

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS

Ke
_sr

fall way County Fire Protection District No. 4 for the Almo
arid
tter areas will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
station. All-,residents of the district are urged to attend.

•NO DRUGS *SAFE *FAST"
•LOSE BY EATING 3 GOURMET MEALS PER DAY
EVEN THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS DINNER'
WITH THE NEW NON MEDICAL
SUPER POWERFUL T_H.E.BMQGENIL
ROTATION PROGRAM'

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5.
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2
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Free blood presSures Tuesday

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
Complimentary Two Week Program
Lose up to 3 lbs. per week!

767-0780
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Special CCHS Baseball event
The Calloway County High School baseball team will have a
rebate day and night at Sirloin Stockade onv.Tuesday. A portion of
the receipts for the day and _evening will be donated to the baseball team. The public is urged to support the team with this fundraising project.
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HIGHWAY 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16
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Art Guild will have
Christmas Gallery

BIRTHS
Micah David Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Hughes of Murray are the parents of a son,
Micah David Hughes, born on Friday, Oct. 22, 1999, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds 1/2 ounce and measured 19 3/4
inches. The mother' is the former Buffy Waldrop.
Grandparents are'Glenn and Pat Hughes of Murray and David and
Sondra Waldrop of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Jimmy and Dot Hughes and Ola Outland,
all of -Murray, and J.D. and Nell Waldrop of Hazel. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Carrye Hughes of Murray.

The Murray Art Guild will have ing quality pieces.
its ninth Christmas Gallery, a show
Included in the sale will be
and sale of quality crafts and art, ceramics, wood pieces of many
On Friday from 40 a.M. to 5
kinds, weaving, wall hangings.
and Saturday. from 10 a.m. to 4 quilted pieces, teddy bears, calp.m. •
ligraphy, fabric pieces, jewelry of
The Guild is located at 104•North
many materials, cards and flower
..St,-.in a Queen Anne Vicpictures.
torian house Which-is listed on
In .addition to tho many crafts.
-the- ationat-Register-of -Historicthere will be Original paintings for
. Places.
This show was started in 1991 'Sale, from small to larger works.
to give area ciaftsmen,, a place to ..Some of these will be framed.
This will be a good opportusell their"work and to give the.
pLiLe-to -tee and buy-nity-to-find one Of a-kind- Christquality crafts:and art from ,a large m_as gifts for everyone on your
selection. The show is juried, assur- list, or a gift for yourself.

Marshall Forrest Thompson
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Mr. and Mrs. Dan Thompson of Murray are the parents of a son,
Marshall Forrest Thompson, born .on Thursday, Oct. 28, 1999, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.,
-The babFiiiiifietrceVelipotinds 14 ounces
es. The mother is the former Karen Chilcutt. A brother is Joel Smith.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James F. Thompson and Ms. Wanda
Chilcutt and the late Don Chilcutt.

Reed Sutherlin York
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Mr and Mrs.. Kenneth L. Jones

- Anntversary-receptt
w_t___•11 be held _onSunday _

Se Thetford. won the longest_
drive on NO. 2 in play by the
Kenlake Ladies Golf League at
the Kenlake State Resort Park golf
course on Oct. 27.
Daisy Durham met her goal of
making a birdie on hole No. 5,
and also won the "Chip In Pot"
when she chipped in for her birdie
on--N 5.
Otht members playing were

Louise Parker, Freda Elkins, lerri
.
Williams, Ina Horton, Evelyn
Blivin, Mary Madajczyk, Helen
Hubbs, Hazel Hill and Dotty Elliott.
Tee time for the Kenlake Ladies
has been changed to 10 a.m: each
Wednesday.
Anyone interested in joining
this group is asked to call Hazel
Hill at 1-270-354-6535.

By JOHN SALTER
Masonic Writer
After several months of preliminary proceedings, Murray
Chapter No. 92 of the Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Council No.
50 of Royal and Select Masters
will consolidate with Mayfield
Chapter No 69 and Council No.
39.
The merging will take place on
Monday, Nov. 8, at the at the
Mayfield Masonic Temple, 121.1
South Ninth St. at the corner of
Willow Drive, Mayfield. . .
It is anticipated that High Priest

James I. Miller of the Grand Chapter of the State of Kentucky
Donald E. Webster, Illustrious Master of the Grand Council of the
State of Kentucky, will he at Mayfield to conduct the ceremonies,
Dinner will he served at 6:30
p.m., hosted
Mayfield York
Rite Bodies'. l'he menu. includes
children, all of the trimmings, and
hot and cold drinks.All York Rite members are
encouraged to attend.
The consolidation meeting will
follow at 7:30 p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. Keith York of 86 Knight Rd., Murray, are the parents of a son, Reed Sutherlin York, born on Friday, Oct. 22, 1999,
at 8:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 12 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Lynne York. A brother is Scott York,
8."
the Rev. Alvin York. and the late Sue Y'ork of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.G. Cook and Mr.
John-Waters-917-elt-crflitayfreldr---,---

MONDAY NOVEMBER 1, 1999

Who's on your Christmas mailing list?

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Jones of Mayfield will celebrate-ctheir
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Nov. 7.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
7th and College Church of Christ, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple -requests'
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones wore Married Nov. 4, 1949, by Bro. J.B.
Hardeman at his home. Their witnesses were Jacqueline Cooper and
Brent.
Mrs. Jones, the former Barbara Cooper, is the daughter of the J.T.
and Manie Lue Cooper. She is a homemaker.
Mr. Jones is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. 1,eyd Jones. He
retired as an electrician from the General Tire and Rubber Company.
The couple has four children who are 'Mrs. Judy Wilkerson and
husband, Ronnie, Tommy Jones, and Mrs. Deborah Dalton and . htt
band, Joe, all of Mayfield, and Michael Jones of Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have seven grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Look b)7 you leap!
CARD(
HILL'Hosprm

Check the depth ot water before Jumping
into it. Diving depth should he at least nine
feet when diving from the edge of the pooh

Pictured: Shea, Daliene
& Morgan WcWherter
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for our Christmas specials!
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Southern Farm Bureau Lite Insurance
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintelance tees, accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

753-4703

POINSETTIA SALE!

FARM
BUREAU

Now dire
November 18th
Sponsored By The

Calloway County Homemakers
6-1/2 inch pot - $7.00(5-7 Blooms) --.
inch pot. $15.00 (3 Plants to Pt,
E
8-1/2
.

'5 will
more

'Al) money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church,
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler by November 18th Plants can be pi( kpd
up or delivered on December 2nd at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall

0 a.m.
Coune welMSN,

To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-7387 or Judy Stabler at 753-7387
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By Dr. Stuart L. Brodsky

URINARY TRACT
INFECTIONS
Urinary tract infections occur as tion of.the urethra (urethritis)
a result of the growth of large1 generally occurs along with a
numbers of bacteria in the ure- bladder infection (cystitis). A docthra (the tube leading from the tor's diagnosis is necessary for the
bladder to outside the body), the appropriate course of treatment.
Dr. Stuart L. Brodsky is a, local
bladder, the urel.ers (the tubes
that carry urine from the kidneys, urologist affiliated with Jackson
to the .bladder), or the kidneys. Purchase Medical Center.' Dr.
Women are more predisposed to Brodsky is a Board Certified
urinary tract infections because a Urologist by the American Board
woman's bladder is only about an of Urology and a Fellow American
inch away from her urethra, College of Surgeons. He has been
in practice in Mayfield
while a man's is six inches
since 4975. His office is
away. Thus, bacteria that
8th
are introduced-into the urelocated'at 501
thra have much less dig-Street, Mayfield,:KY. For.
tance to travel before
appointments --or
infecting the bladder. Jackson Purchase emergencies
call
Consequently. infec247-4080.
Medical Center

Dedicated to
Wat aper
lidert
MURRAY
5 1 9 South 12th Street
Next to Days Inn

270-753-7575

Paid for t),. KOtti‘lainsfoi Chandler. Mae GirW,Treasurec
'P.O. Box 4245,16111fort. K Y411604

Man maintains innocence with DNA evidence

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
man serving a 70-year sentence
for rape, attempted rape and burglary seven years ago wants it
prosecutor to accept results of a
DNA test that the man says shows
he is innocent.
William Gregory. 51, has always
maintained his innocence and says'
he feels the DNA evidencei
Commonwealth's Attorney Dave
Stengel with only one choice.
"I 'just feel like David Stengel
doesn't have any recourse but to
set, _me free," _Gregory said.
Gregory, a former Sears. Roebuck and Co. salesman, obtained
the DNA test with the help of a
retired theology professor and the
Innocence Project, a non-profit
organization in New York led by
Scheck, a .lawyer on O.J. -Simpson's defense'-Team. The project has used DNA testing to free
39 wrongly 'convicted people.
- A. jury convicted Gregory after
a four-day trial in which seven hairs,
ar-stosking-4he—iatrud#F
f
used to conceal his'face in the
attempted rape..were key. pieces
At the trial, a Kentucky _State
Police lab expert testified that the
hairs found in the stocking were
similar to Gregory's. But a DNA
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test of one hair shows conclu- fication of Gregory by one of the Gregory's head
sively that it wasn't his, said the victims, a 71 -year-old women:
.The jury com icted him of rape,
She
Rev. George Edwards, a retired had desCribed her attacker
as attempted rape and burglary in the
professor at Presbyterian Theolog- between 25 and 35 years old,
clean two cases and sentenced him to
ical Seminary, who helped raise shaven, with a small build
and 70 years in prison.
more than $5,000 to pay for the short curled black hair. At
Gregory believes Katz's testithe
test.
time, Gregory was 44 years old, mony about the hair convinced
the
Edwards contends that the teZ nearly 6 feet tall with long hair jury that
he was guilty.
shows without a doubt that Gre- and a beard. •
"That's when everyone stopped
gory couldn't have been the intrudNor did Gregory exactly fit the taking notes," he said. "They
put
er
description offered by the other their pencils down, and it
was
At the time of Gregory's trial. victim, a 20-year-old: She described over
with."
DNA was rarely used in Kentucky - her attacker as having oily or
But an expert hired by Innocourts. But DNA tests are now. greasy-hair, short on the sides and cence Project
last year to deter- I'
accepted in courts in all 51_1 slates: tong in back, between 30 and 40 mine if
the hair could be used
The Innocence Project told Sten- years old, 5 feet.6 inches Tall and for DNA
testing was sharply critgel about the DNA evidence two --Le---stocky--build,--A beard wasn't :Asa! of
Katz's testimony. Edward
months ago, and Edwards. insists mentioned in' her initial report to Blake,
a criminologist for Forenthe prosecutor should move faster poliCe. sic Science Associates in Richmond,
to free Gregory. But "he's dragGregory, who is black, said he Calif., wrote that Katz's
testimoging his feet," Edwards complained. thought the two women, who were
hairs
the
ny
that
in
the
stocking
Stengel, however, said the Inno- white, were quick to identify him
Gregory's hair shared the same
cence Project hisn't given him the --"'as-thellittuder because he believes and
16 characteristics was "misleading."
white people have difficulty telling
test results in -sivriting and he wants,
Blake said in an interview that
one black* person from another.
a more detailed explanation of the
The jury heard evidence about no one can determine if one African
American's hair matches another
case before deciding whether to supthe identifications at the 1993 trial.
African-American hair simply by
port or oppose liberating Gregory.
But'they also.heard the testi--,
looking through_a microscope.
"I know • the man wasn't con- inony
of Dawn Ross Katz, a forenvicted solely on a hair," Stengel sic
While some microscopic- examserologist for the Kentucky
evi'siceA.,QE.s:siiii
Q.4,c4.
"
h9
f jig
b osnefuflr imn
p:rsu
gory's- trial.
fled that a microscopic- examinaanother — such
A new lawyer for Gregory, tion of the hairs
dark air from
found in the
Christopher Polk, a public defend- stocking showed
blond hair — there aren't enough
they were.simidifferences in two samples of the
taken- from
darkly pigmented hair of African
Americans to draw conclusions
.,about who it came from, Blake
said.
But Katz said she wouldn't testify that the hair in the stocking
came from Gregory. only that the
hairs were similar. Katz said she'd
rather do DNA testing on hair
because it's much better showing
"where hairs come from."
Steve Schroering, who prosecuted Gregory and is now in private practice, said evidence besides
the hair and the identification by
the 'women indicated Gregory was
guilty, including a tire iron found
at the scene of one of the attacks.
Schroering said Gregory's car was
missing a tire iron. He also said
Gregory oiled his hair, and both
victims reported the attacker's hair
felt wet.
The DNA Jest of the hair isn't
enough to prove Gregory's innocence, Schroering said.
"1 vs -comfortable with what
happenar," Schroering said. "Obviously if the man is innocent, he
needs to be set .free, but I would
be hesitant to let him go on that
evidence."
Gregory's- DNA test was unusually expensive because the hair froni
the stocking could9:4-be tested using
standard methods. Gregory's test
cost about $4,000 for one hair. It
was performed in--August by a lab
‘‘'
R
in State College, Pa.
1i lout
Choit
The test showed that "William
Gregory can be- excluded as the
source of the hair" found in the
stockirig_accurding-tCL-a-letterthe lab to the Innocence Project.
But Stengel says that's not
enough: "I don't want to keep an
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because of newly discovered DNA
evidence after being sent to prison.
The state Department of Public
Advocacy, the Justice Cabinet, the
Kentucky State Police and the
attorney general's office all said
they had never heard of it happening here before. An online search
of Kentucky newspapers also found
no mention of such a case.

Animal rights group angered
LONDON (AP) — A royal hunting trip over the weekend is
raising the dander of a Britiste animal rights group.
The League Against Cruel Sports i§raccusing Prince Charles of
using his teen-age son and heir to the throne, Prince William, to
"make a political statement" against a possible ban on hunting by
Prime Minister Tony Blair's Labor Party government.
William, 17, joined some 200 riders in pursuit of a fox Saturday at the Duke of Beaufort's Hunt, near Charles' country estate
west of London. His brother, Prince Harry, 15, followed the proceedings as a passenger on a motorbike.
Mb-ark:sr-4s- dearly trying- to intimidate member*
into shelving a ban because he enjoys fox hunting,"
said
43l.-Piament
league chairman John Hooper.

Roth sues former manager
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Former Van Haien frontman David
Lee Roth- issuing his former personal manAger over a Web site
where fans can buy the singer's memorabilia.
The lawsuit was filed Friday in Los Angeles against Edmund A
Anderson, who worked with Roth for about 10 years, Roth's attorney Jeff Benice said Saturday.
"The suit was filed as a result of Roth attempting to clean up
the bootlegging and piracy of his image off the Internet," Benice
said. Anderson could not be reached for comment.
The-45-year-old rock star initially allowed Anderson to sell Van
Haien T-shirts, tour posters and other items, and .agreed to let him
set up a Web site to help with sales. But in February, around the
same time Anderson stopped. working for the singer. Roth told
him to shut down the Web site, Benice said.
Anderson did so. but apparently "re-set up the old site," Benice
said. He says damages exceed $100.000.

McGovern retraces- his experiences
ROME (AP) — George McGovern, the ex-senator, presidential
candidate and U.S. ambassador, retraced his World War II experiences through southern Italy on Sunday as he and his wife celebrated their 56th wedding anniversary.
McGovern, who was appointed U.S. ambassador to the Romebased United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization in March,
served as a B-24 bomber pilot hying out of the air base in Cerignola. Italy, for about eight months in .1944-1945.
While he was based there, his wife, Eleanor, was expecting
their first child.
The air base at Cerignola is long deserted, but the McGoverns
toured some of the old buildings Sunday and the remains of the
runway from which McGovern flew 35 combat missions. They
celebrated the anniversary at a luncheon with the city's mayor.

Greene proud of show
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor Gordon Greene says he's proud
of his new television show, "The Famous Jett Jackson," but not
becaw it's the Disney Channel's highest-rated original series.
"What I'm proud of is that the sho.w is very realistic," Greenesaid Sunday. "It shows that a divorced father and mother eap'4.still.
be friends, and that a single father can raise a son on his own.
They always try to drive some serious' points home."
Greene plays Sheriff Wood Jackson on the series about a teenage TV star, played by Lee Thompson Young, who returns to his
North Carolina, hometown,

Thomas tells about trip.
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Actress Mario Thomas fought back tears
as she recounted her first trip back to St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital after the death of her famous father, entertainer Danny
Thomas.
Thomas founded the haven fob children with cancer in 1962,
two decades after making a promise to St. Jude Thaddeus, patron
saint of hopeless causes: "Show me my way in 'life, and I
will
build you a shrine."
During b. black-tie gala Saturday night to raise money for the
Memphis hospital and research center, Ms. Thomas, recounted the
story of an 8-year-old girl at St. Jude's who battled cancer for
two years, but lost the fight.
The little girl's mother had asked her, if she was scared.
"No, mommy. I just don't want to be sick when I get to heaven," she, responded.
"That's why we do what-we cfb," Ms. Thomas told the 300
guests gathered for the gala, which also featured entertainers Ray
Romano, Rita Rudner, Clint Holmes and Tony Orlando.
The weekend events raised $300,000 for St. Jude, event spokeswoman Karen Gee-McAuley said.

ANTENNA SATELLITE

row.

innocent person in prison. But just
because they, find a hair out of
an entire case that is not his, it
certainly doesn't mean that he didn't commit the crime."
Gregory won't be eligible for
parole until 2003. If he eventually gets his conviction overturned,
he apparently would be the first
person in Kentucky to be freed
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Get Your

Tired of the ever increasing burden
of government regulations?

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain

9 Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

(Government regulations now add $4935 to
the cost of living for the average consumer.)

1 -3. Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains. This
examination normally costs $30.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restncted or excess
motion in the
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the
This entire examination is FREE If you want more
results.
FREE.
care and freafrnent. we do an the papenvork
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PAT/ENT AND
.
ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO
PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIM
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH is PERFORMED
AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
•

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

people, register and vote
Republican.
Paid for by the Republican Party of Calloway County.
Joe Ballard, Treasurer
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Flaking newest form o
tive of how well this tobacco has
Flaking dark air cured tobacco
been taken care of.
is the newest form of market prepaCuring conditions this
have ration for this leaf. Lebo/ cost can
been really difficult. Try lo grade
be cut back 'somewhat by using
the tobacco as it seems to be withthe flaking process ovii the older
out mixing grades. Prudent packmethod ofiand tying.
aging may be the key to a little
However, with new and innoGERALD - CLAYWELL
better price for your tobacco.
vative processes-come the necesU.K. Cooperative Extension 'Agent
Plans for the flaking boxes can
sity of under4anding the rules.
be-obtained at the-calloway
-These rules must be folfo
wed in
and causing a mess.
ty Extension Office or Western Dark
order to receive the price support to neatly package this product.
Air heads should not exceed Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Flakes should be properly sized
for the air cured 'tobacco.
Dark air cured tobacco marked and usually would be equivalent 60 psi in bale boxes and press Give us a call if we can help.
bales only twice. Cotton twine
The. Purchase Area Tobacco
by the United States Inspection of 5-8 hands of tied .tobacco.
After flakes have been formed, should be the only choice for tying Stripping and Grading Meeting will
Service .with a group designation.
they
should be placed into a bal- these bales.
take place Nov. 9at'5:30 p.m. at
of A-Wrapiier, B-Heavy Leaf,
Handlin of this dark air cured the West Kentuck A ricultural
PETS OF THE WEEK - Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105- - aflame E. Sycamore St., Murray, features this Terrier Mix, male, gible for an advance at the appli- Brown paper or cardboard should tobacco is paramount for a good Exposition Center on MSU camneutered, one yenr old named Lucky, left, and this Husky cable rate when presented on the be placed between the flakes imr—price and the price sup-Port. Qual-. 1-pus. More informatiqn on this
%dr& ttl-PrgY..e,Dt.,-...ity.„,o,f,ibe. d4r1s_airi_gaiLlg§0.412-,
1115jing. will .bs dealt with in this
male, two years old named King in the animals aiailable auction 'flotir-itt either tanel---tied------thc-lair.the flakes from sticking together presentation on the floor is indica- column next
or
flaked
form.
for adoption this week. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to
Dark air cured tobacco marked
4 p.m., Monday through Friday10 A.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday,
.-..12y,..the same inspection service as
and closed on Sunday. For information call-759-4141.
X-Iugs shall itgo-tre" eligible lot
•
ap advance in either hand tied or
flake form.
•
•
Bale specifications for lugs arc
12 inches wide and 18 incfies high.
Bale weights should range between:42-and 52 pounds_ Bales over 55
pounds will not receive price support.
Flaking tobacco is best if a box
Autumn has arrived in the Com- has uniform, clark_green foliage.
is
used to align the tobacco for
monwealth. It is easy to see the With the coming of fall, the brown
Subtle changes in the color of the needles cause people to think the ease of. basketing at *the warehouse. Dimensions of this box are
hardwood trees.'
tree is dying or is under insect
14 inches high, 4 inches wide and
Already, vibrant colors of - attack.
26 inches or longer in length. Fillorange, yellow nd red are taking
"It is a simple task to detering these boxes for best handling
over the landscapes. Pine trees don't mine if the needles are being
will take some practice in order
take on the beautiful fall colors,' attacked by insect or disease or
but they don't go unnoticed this simply losing needles due to the
time of year.
'
time of year," McLaren said. "NorPines also lose a portion of mal needle fall of a white- pine,
their leaves (needles) in the fall, as well. as most other pines, will
but do not go through the color- have the inner-most needles of the
ful ceremony the hardwoods do. limbs, closest to the main stem
A portion of their needles turn of the tree, turning brown.
Do-you
brown and fall to the ground
"It will be a uniform change
around the same time as the hard- in color of brown throughout the
have a hot
woods change color and lose leaves. entire tree. Normally the needles
news tip?
"Many calls are made to the will change to a brownish-yellow
extension office -confusing normal first, then abruptly brown.""
The
fall needle drop with some d'
-In--ear.ly- -winter,-nee4les_will._
Ledger
ease or insect attack," Doug fall to the ground, again leaving
will pay
McLaren,. forestry specialist for
uniformly green for the
the University of Kentucky's Col- the tree
$10
for the
Cause for alarm for any
lege of Agriculture,, said. "The spring.
for that matter,
best news
most noticeable of-the pines indi- pine, or hardwood
turning from
foliage
be
would
viduals call about is the white
tip of the
the exterior of
pine, a pine easily identified by green to brown on
month.
still green on the
the five needles per needle bun- any limb while
interior.
dle."
If this should develop, McLaren
The limbs on the white pine grow
suggests-rAlltng-or-talung_arapproz.....
in whirls, a complete seUOt limbs
at one height on the stem. Usu- priate sample for closer examinaally, these groups of limbs are tion to someone with expertise in
about three feet apart, so every the subject.
.Try calling your county extenthree feet there will be a set of.
sion office first for the most uplimbs growing around the stem.
The arrangement is comparable to-date information. They can either
put yo
)
to.an artificial Christmas tree with 'answer your question
"plug-in- limbs. The white pine in touch with someon who can.
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Fall changes in pines
no cause for alarm
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The ultimate. in gas log heat and beauty.
Monesseri vent-free gas logs offer you the most
choices in log styles and Pperation modes. The
-most realistic-hand-crafted logs with-glowing coals and yellowflames combined with the high
efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
.Monessen the ultimate.choice when you're lookingfor gas logs wit heat and personality.

Payment options offered
for eligible producers
Production flexibility Contract
(PFC) final payment rates for fiscal year (FY) 2000 have been set,
according to Agriculture Secretary
Dan Glickman.
Eligible producers will share -in
total FY 2000 contract payments'
of approximately '$'5.1 billion. •
"Eligible farmers can choose to
receive PFC payments all at once
or in two equal payments at any ..
time" during the fiscal year," said
Glickman. "Advancing :the pay-'
ment date will help provide needed financial assistance in a. time
of great stress for our farmers."
'The 'Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and 'Drug Administration and Related Agencies Appropriations Act 2000, signed • into
law by President Clinton, provides
farmers greater flexibility in .the
timing of receiving their PFC payments.
Those who do not choose a

payment option will receive their
full Payment near the end of FY
2000, which began Oct. 1, 1999,
and ends Sept.' 36, 2000.
Producers should contact the
Farm Service Agency at their local
USDA Service Center to receive
information regarding selecting payment options.
Payment fates are as follows:
Wheat- - .5138 per bushel, corn .334 per bushel, grain soightim .40 per bushel, barley - .251 per
bushel and oats -..028.

by Or Noel Thomas
With at the choices for vaccination of livestock it shy/
to know what is best Unfortunately there is iVmager
protocol Each vaccination regime should be tailored to
the specific needs at each operation The folloving are
some tips in deciding what vaccinations to use
•••
Black/ell The vaccination for Me Ciestndial diseasesis
probably the most carrion vaccination grven infection
horn Clostrittial bacteria can be devastating. There is
usualy no warning that the carte are sick, most are lust
land dead This vaccine is relatively inexpensive and,
should be part of every herd health programr
ftk
•
Fleswatorv viruses These viruses include IBR.
BRSV and P13 Usually the acoriabor wit inciiide at
tour, at these nruses The respiratory systerp is the most
vulnerable system of cattle These vaccinatins are highly recommended
sit
See
Pinkeye A cornpieie het tvalth program A4inctude
vaccination for pinkeye 1 the herd has ary ni9lery at
probierns with pttieve vaccinating can be at benefit The
vaccine doesn I necessanly prevent at infection. but roll
Ire the seventy tr infection does caur Vaccinating does
not eliminate the need for other measures cit fry contrd
elk
tie
Pasturella Pasturela is a bacteria that is the rnmary
:cmponent of most pneumonia it along with the
-*mephitis bacteria can cause disease severe enougli
to kill The Pasturela vaccine is indicated or herds that
are stopping calves or bmging replacements into the
"et The dsadvantage to this vaccine is the cast

There are a variety at other vaccinators 'hat can be
grven and may be indicated for you herd 7he best way
to decide *hat is best for your herd is to :onsAyour yet.

maw
Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at-

• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cabe Modena Instaildtion
• Networking • On-Site and in-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up .

•Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)
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Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111,
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Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd South

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer
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'House' creeps its way to top of list
day through Sunday at North Amer"It was not meant to be an
weekend, according to industry
"Double Jeopardy" dropped one
ican theaters, according to Exhibitor
contender,
it's
$5.4
but
Two
that
limin
in
films
Sunday.
opened
Award
taking
released
Academy
place,
estimates
spot to third
The only other new movie in million. The top moneymaker so the perfect movie for Halloween ited release this weekend posted Relations:
I. "House on Haunted Hill,"
weekend," said Robert Bucksbaum, strong numbers. "Being John
wide release this weekend was far among fall releases, "Double
million.
$l5.1
milReel
for
analyst
Source
$98.3
Meryl
starring
a
movie
grossed
Heart,"
bizarre
a
the
the
of
of
tale
Malkovich,"
"Music
- Jeopardy" has
Th Best Man.".$6.5 mil2. "e
Inc.
puppeteer who finds a portal into
Streep as Roberta Guaspari, who lion in just over five weeks.
Shot on a relatively low budg- actor Malkovich's mind, took in lion.
The critically acclaimed "Amerstarted a violin program for poor
"Double Jeopardy," $5.4
offered $1 million each to spend children in New York City's East ican Beauty," though dropping $1.3 et of $15 million, the movie may about $650,000 playing in 25 thea night in a haunted house stars Harlem. "Music of the Heart" million from last weekend, actu- have gotten a bit of a boost from aters, averaging around $26,000 a. lion3..
4. "American Beauty," $3.9 milGeoffrey Rush and Famke Janssen.. debuted at No. 5 with $3.7 mil- ally climbed two spots in the rank- such recent ,ghostly blookbusters screen, according to a survey of
lion.
in
took
raked in $15-.1 - mittiou,--kMwsk
and
Sense"
"The
film
The
4.
about
Blair
No.
Sixth
"The
as
to
theaters,
1,349
in
Source.
ings
Reel_
by
chains
playing
theater
lion,
5. "Music of the Heart," $3.7
ing "The Best Man" down a notch half as many'as "House on Haunt- $3-.9 million this weekend, raising Witch Project," said Dan Fellman,
The movie stars John Cusack,
million;•
in
million
for
$54.2
last
distribution
to
Warner Cameron Din and Malkskich.
from its first-place premiere
head of
its total gross
ed Hill."
6. "Bringing Out the Dead,"
seven weeks.
Bros., which released "House on
"Princess Mononote," an ani••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The special-effects-laden "House Haunted Hill."
mated blockbuster in. Japan, grossed $3.5 million.
7. "Fight Club," $3.3 .million.
on Haunted Hill", is a remake of -- "I assume they helped our movie, $140,000 on eight screens, aver8. "The Sixth Sense," $3.2 mildirector William Castle's campy- but horror movies have been in aging about $17,500 a theater. The
classic from 1958, wbich starred fashion for_sucLa_long time that 'U.S. yersion features the voices lion.
9. -The Story of Us," $3 mir
Vincent Price. The new version
can't attribute it just to this of Billy Crudup, Claire Danes,
lion.
received generally poor reviews year," Fellman said.
ThornBob
Billy
and
Driver
Minnie
10. "Three Kings," $2.5 milreiziiniscent of last summer's high"House on Haunted Hill" aver- ton.
lion.
tech ghost _story, "The Haunting." aged $5$-74 -a-screen-in 2,710 the..
Estimated ticket sales for -Fri-

LOS ANGELES(AP)-"House
on Haunted Hill" was the top film
at_ North American, tbeaters over
the Halloween weekend,easily scaring off the competition.
The ghostly tale about people -
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Animals die in aquarium fire

1999 Chevrolet Z71 st. # 001121
One Owner, Only 12,000 Miles
111 II •

$27,895

seriously hurt.
"He's out of his cage and he's to be rescued.
rpshed
No firefighters were hurt either.
firefighters
Joe
other
Chief
Fire
Deputy
Iv,"
ha
Quickly,
not
•
es
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street, watching the Clcan City
investigation.
But aquarium co-owner Ange- the animal's snout to keep it from
Aquarium go up • in flames. He
,The fire occurred on Mischief
lo Cuculino was able to safely. biting.
tritiught there -was-no-way the atti
ittenithiubefore-tintlowetii, IRV
Itsby
snake
arid
the
.grab
C
They
-T11
repeate
procedure
mats could survive .the fire.
and arsonists somevandals
when
"It was intense," said Staple- stuff it into a 3-by-2-foot Styro- four more times in the next 15
strike.
times
box.
foam
minutes, stuffing the writhing alliton 42."You 'couldn't see across
-Sooftr-more-survivor.s_surfaced. gators_ into the._back. seal of _Mrs.__ ' A neighborFwho reported the
the street, there was sucli smolt
' June Cuculino, the owner's wife, Cuculino's 1988 Mazda for safe- fire to 911 said it began with two
and flames."
explosions in the building. Wit-But some animals did su-niie, walked out carrying a 6-inch-long, keeping.
nesses said they saw police take
caimans
Four
red-eared
turtle.
slider
On
the
continSunday,
rescues
slithering through the ashes after
man into custody for questiona
a three-alarm fire gutted the I 1-/2- were retrieved by firefighter Ed ued. Aquarium officials found a
but no arrests were made.
ing,
a
into
stuffed
Kooker
and then
10-foot Burmese python coiled up
story marine- attraction late SaturJune 1998, fire destroyed a
In
by
cage
Cuculino.
wire
Mrs.
in-athe
corner
of
window
gift
day, killing about L60 sharks, iguahouse at the nearby Cape
reptile
Then came the big alligators: shop, still alive. A 4-foot Ananas, snakel and fish:
Park •Zoo. About 200
County
May
One of the first survivors spot- Kooker walked out of the charred conda also was found alive. He
in that fire, which
died
animals
a
carrying
5-foot-long
building
bit
in
Cuculino
the
rock
right thumb
ted was an 18-foot African
of donaoutpouring
an
triggered
American alligator, the first of 1,2 during the rescue, but he wasn't
python.
tions from animal lovers and offers
of help from other zoos.
The Ocean City Aquarium took
in four alligators that survived the
zoo fire. Cuculino said he had
unsuccessfully sought to contact zoo
officials to help house the aquarium fire survivors temporarily. For
now, four of the alligators are living in Cuculino's bathroom.
Co-owner Steve Seeburg said
the survivors provided a reason to
try to rebuild.
OCEAN CITY, N.J. (AP) -

itilliny_St.4001130

$18,985
-1999 Silverado Ext-Cab 4x4- st.# worn$26,985
- One Ownsr,Leather
•
1999 Ford-ganger 4x4 St. #9*41
•
$17,985
One Owner
•
•
• 1998 Toyota Tacoma St, #995261
•
$14,785
One Owner
•
• 1998 Silverado Ext. Cab St. #994023
•
•
$19,985
One Owner
•
• 1998 Toyota Tacoma St. # 993491
•
$12,785
One-Owner
•
•
LT st.# 5321
• 1998 Chevy Tahoe
•
$27,985
,
One Owner
•
• 1997 Ford Explorer St. # 995062
•
$16,985
•
Local Trade
•
• 1997 Silverado Ext. Cab st.# 993731
•
$16,985
One Owner
•
• 1997 Nissan 200SX St # 992631
•
•
$12,985
One Owner, Low Miles
•
1997 Toyota Tacoma St. #991501
$11,985
One Owner
-1996 Cadillac SLS st. # 091821
•
$23,995
One Owner
•
• 1996 Corvette St. # 000991
•
•
$21,995
One Owner
•
• 1996 Toyota Tacoma at. Cab St. # 995231
•
$10,985
One-Owner
•
•
Pickup st. #994681
• 1996.4tc1ielry-S-10
•
$9,985
One Ownei•
• 1996 Chevy S10txt. Cab St. # 993181
•
$9,485
•
One Owner
•
• 1996 Olds Cutlass 4 DR St: #991405
•
$9,485
One Owner
•
•
1996.Dodge Avenger St. # 53301
•
•
$9,985
One Owner
•
• 1996 Honda Accord St. # 5257
•
$13,985
Extra Sharp
•
1995 Ford F-150 st. # 99471.2
$9,995
One Owner
1995 Toyota Camry st. #995111
$9,985
One Owner
1995 Cadillac Devine St. # 991562
$16,985
Extra Nice
1995 Subaru Legacy st.# 985001
$10,495
One Owner
1994 Cadillac SLS st .# 995401
$17,995
One Owner
•
•
• 1994 Cadillac Deville st # 092911
•
$12,995
One Owner
•
• 1994 Toyota Camry st.# 52892
•
•
$7,985
One Owner
•
• 1994 Cadillac Deville St. # 992911
•
$12,995
One Owner
•
•
1994 Toyota Camry St. # 52892
$7,985
One Owner
•

Local One Owner

BE SURE TO VOTE ON
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1999

Party
planned
for club

FOR INFORMATION ON THE POLLS
AND FOR FREE TRANSPORTATION

A Modern Woodmen of America Junior Service Club will be instituted at an organizational party
Nov. 8 at George Weaks Community Building, 607 Poplar St.
Mutty.A._Yink',
resentative of the fraternal life insurance society with home offices
in Rock Island, Ill., is sponsoring
the club.
York said the club will be the
55th club in the state. Val Conner,
Murray, is the group's junior director.
Junior Service Clubs for young
members were begun in 1942. Club
members learn 'aboutpatriotism,
good citizenship and the joy of
serving others through participating
in a variety of service-oriented,
educational and recreational activities. Nearly 800 clubs are active nationwide.
Modern Woodmen also sponsors
educational and safety programs for
thousands of children in cities and
towns coast to coast. Through these
events, open to the entire community, Modern. Woodmen helps
strengthen the bonds between families and neighbors.
Modern Woodmen of America
is a fraternal life insurance society
headquartered in Rock Island4 Ill.,
serving nearly three-quarters of a
million members nationwide.

Paid for by Calloway County Democratic Party
,
,
Dr. Paul Randolph,11-eacurel-

Protect,
Renew,
and Enhance
Your most important
investment...

Your Horne!
Topoi:ie
rOVIC

eiraceTm

solid vita siding
Eliminate Maintenance Worries
Forever!
nlike wood, aluminum, and stucco siding, Olde
Providence solid vinyl siding will not chip, peel, blister,
or dent and it Never Needs Painting. Olde Providence
resists dirt and stains and requires only an occasional rinse
with a garden hose to keep your home looking great!

U

1:••••••••••■■•‘,..-..
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(;et Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares As Much
boot l'our Coverage
Yon Do.

nommimaimpzill

The Authentic Look of Wood...
The Advantages of Vinyl

4

he low lustre finish and wide butt design of Olde
Providence vinyl siding combines to create the authentic appearance of freshly painted wood. And because color
pigments are fused throughout the vinyl, your home can
keep that freshly painted look for years to come.

T

INSURANCE
All Vehicles Subject to Prior Sale

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

PfPPfiff

•

2420 E. Wood St.. Paris• 6424300.1.803.325.3229
CZ)Oldsmobile

d

(1)TOYOTA

Murray Lumber Company is here to serve you, our customers. For your convenience we are now stocking 8 different colors of vinyl siding, solid soffit, vented soffit, and all the accessories.
Thanks for choosing Murray Lumber Company locally owned and operated for over
72 years. We appreciate your business.

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Hours
7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat.

104 Maple
Murray, KY
753-3161

Tony Boyd

4
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302 N. 12th Sf"
Murray
753-5842
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Pike schools regain financial control

ale to his thinking? Don't negate that
possibility Just yet. Creative brainstorming bnngs powerful ideas and solutions.
In an Oct. 7 letter to Pike Johns already had resigned by then, a positive fund balance, the- state
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Communication flourishes. Don't hold state school board has returned Superintendent
Frank
Welch. and two of the board members monitors had to stay until the state
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Nov. back. Tonight: Do exactly what you control of Pike County school Thomas ' L. Willis, Mate associate quit-latee.Zhe third was suspend- school board said they could leave,"
2, 1999:
want.
finances to the school district, lift- education commissioner, said the ed by the state board for eight she said.,
This year,you can aim for what you want LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ThePike board took several steps
ing emergency financial-control state board was 'very compli- months.
and expect to get it! Don't let any type of ** Sometimes you cannot be as domiThe Pike district —the state's to help eliminate last year's reportPike
mentary"
of
the
County
board's
measures
imposed
last
year.
financial or emotional — nant as you would like. Take a bark seat:
insecurity
ended the last us- ed deficit, she said, including not
The state board had imposed efforts "to bring the district to a fifth-largest
undermine your sprint to the winner's follow through on what you know is
------44.--year
a__,S1 mAur -filling 20 positions.._aot ".cutting
circle. Make new personal and profes- important to you. Communication is the Measures after the district ended point of
But Willis said in an interview plus, Ratliff said. The proposed back on maintenance and transsional friends; network to expend these stilted at best. Review a decision, but fiscal 1998-99 with a net $268,000
that his agency. will continue to send 1999-2000 -budget projects a sur- portation or some expenses that
•- -c;tmles_evettinote..You gain btTlItise_y_CM -remain sure of yourself.,Build-on estab- deficit.
are gregarious. If you are single, you are lished ground. Tonight: Take a break
But this 'month the board representatives to all -Pike school plus of -$10.8 million created in had gotten a little out of hand:"
likely to make the first move or the initial from it all.
The 'Pike board adopted new
approved Pike County's $60 mil- board meetings "for the rest of part by the previou's year's surapproach to your next sweetheart. Spring SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
lion bildget for the current fiscal the year, I guess, to keep a watch- plus and art additional round of procedures for monitoring- purand summer sizzle. If attached, your rela- ***** Aim for - what you want.
ful eye."
property-tax collections, she said. chasing and travel expenses, she
tionship works as long as you don't bick- However, get to the bottom of a tendenState officials seized control of
Reported deficits in the Pike said.
"1421--niee-thot--tito-pialicies, ander about the family-coffers. VIRGO is a cy to sabotage yourself and needlessly procedures we've implemented Pike County's finances on July -County system during the last two
"We also had several changes
-ca
—use problems.-Rhedule-ii meeting or have let Us get; to ajilace *Vete
,4998-, during state and feder- years appeared larger because of in our special education -program
network with others; great ideas come
al investigations of alleged wrong- now-defunct bookkeePing systems, that saved a substantial amount of
of Day You'll from the multitude rather than from indi- we can stand on our own," said
doing
by former Superintendent Reo Ratliff said.
money," she said. No student servNancy
S.
Ratliff.
Pike
County's
;
4-Positive; Jiduals. Take action on what you have
Johns
and three board members.
"Even though we actually had ices were cut, she said.
finance
officer.
1-Difficult
been putting off. Tonight: • Where the
crowds are.
_
---Aldla-(MTra-21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could experience a rude -11-f ** You could cause yourself a probawakening as someone with a major atti- lem at work when you least intend to.
tude challenges you left and right. You Hold up the mirror and take -a look at
_
might need to readjust' your thinking. .your behavior. If you were witnessing it.
There have been staggering in- of the area served and should in- to review compliance of state child child fatalities or near fatalities.
get
a
conversations
Dynamic one-on-one
how would you react? Intuition is on creases in
These panels will issue final rechild-obuse and neglect elude individuals with expertise in protective services agencies with
situation back under control.Listen, and your side, helping you navigate through
respect to:
ports of their findings and recomduring the past decade.
the
prevention
and
treatment
of
wIl res nd to our
ion 'for each area b Deect. .
•
get-up-and-go. Tonight Oct organized!
Citizen
cember
to
focus
less
housing
2000.
on
reunification
advocates,
reption
and
and
Treatment
Plan
--TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
If you are a person interested in
-• Federal child protection stan*** You don't always understand **** Your irive carries Yoular, but more on child safety, based upon resentatives, education professionthe wejaeffig of Our children and
what isaping on with a key assoc.- sometimes blina ambition causes youalor-paronisr-judioial 4144114beM and dards
to----soueerns
Ask question's carefully; explore what is
willing to serve on this regional
open
cases
and
lauguishchildren
childcare
•
clinicians
will
proyide
Other.criteria_the
panel
considsabotage yourself. 'Deal with internal
on another's mind. Your ability to bring
beneficial
panel.
,
input
to
the
-Mg
in
unpanel,
contact Marilyn- Gossett at
foster
to
care
or
returned
ers
important,
which
ineltides
cooringenuity and,charm.to heatetsituations issues that prevent you from getting what safe home environments.
Current members well represent dination with foster care and adop- (270) 247-8923 or Andrea Cossler
to help you
Seek
out-experts
you
want.
transforms issues. Make calls; explore
There has been a call-across die --p-forelsionalS mid- citizens -from tion Prograin-s-,-- or review --Or area at(270)423-6144 by Nov.-l.0,-pinpoint and -solve problems. You find
options. Tonight: Surf the Internet.
wonderful sorutions. Tonight: Relax with country for increased accountabil- McCracken, Graves and Marshall
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ity in each state's child protection counties; However, the panel needs
a movie.
** It- Partners .prove to be extremely
to add interested residents in Bal- Call. 753-1916 today with your society news!
AQUARIUS
(Jan.
30-Feb.
18)
system.
controlling — perhaps transforming your.
**** A friend lets you down. Getting ' The federal government has re- lard, Carlisle, Fulton and Calloway
relationships is more important than you
realize! Evaluate what is happening with the whole picture takes talent and a lot of sponded. In 1996, congress counties.
The temporary co-chairpersons
one particular loved one. Pressure buifds imagination. A key talk with a dear amended the Child Abuse Prevenhap- tion and treatment Act (CAPTA) of the Purchase Area Citizens Reto a new crescendo. Even so, be nurtur- friend helps you understand whiatts
view Panel are Valerie Pollard,
, ing. Work relieves tension.,Tonight: Get pening here. Discussions invol4money, and now requires states that receive
partners and your self-expression.
some exercise.--____ •
West Kentucky Easter Seals, and
child
Abuse
and
Neglect
State
Tonight: With a favorite person.
--TCANCER-(JunC2-I-July 22) • •
Annie
Hale, citizen.
Grants
to
establish
Citizens
Review
**** Build on established ground PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
The University of Kentucky pro***1r Others seek you out: as greater Panels. '
today. Don't let fatigue or irritation cause
There are three panels being es- vides development assistance
your earmark.
a blowup or a major change in plans. Ask popularity becomes
remains tablished in Kentucky. One of these through a contract with the ComUnderstanding
a
,boss's
needs
for help. Others will pitch in, but they
to making a project work for you. panels is to represent the eight- monwealth of Kentucky. Carol
will also give you their-opinions, whether critical
Whipple is the current liaison with
Do needed research before you form a county Purchase area.
you like it or not!Communication stimu- conclusion. Check in with one who has
The panels are voluntary mem- UK.
lates creativity. Tonight: Go along with more expertise. Tonight: Out.
bers who are broadly representative
Each panel has the responsibility
an assertive friend's plan.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BORN TODAY
*** Increasing financial options Actress Alfre Woodard (1953), author
doesn't include taking risks. If you have Shere Hite (1942), golfer Dave Stockton
been taking any. you might see the folly (1944)
of your ways. Evaluate ideas carefully,
perhaps running them by a respected
family member. You could be driven at
1st District, 1st Di% ision
work: this is all the better for now!
Tonight- Don't make a big deal out of
I graduated from Western Kentucky University in 1%9, with
dinner plans.
honors,and University of Kentucky College of Law in 1972. In the
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Another clashes with you, simtop 1/3 of ray class.
ply wanting it his way. Is there a rationOver the last 27 years,I have been a general practitioner with an

Citizens panel looks for members

COURT OF APPEALS JUDGE

emphasis on trial Litigation. I have had a number of jury trials in
McLean, Hopkins, Caldwell, Christian, Muhlenberg, Daviess,
Ohio and Webster Circuit Courts. I have also had a number of
jury trials in federal court. I have had cases in the McCracken,
Graves, Marshall, Crittenden, Todd, Logan, Livingston, Lyon,
Calloway and Trigg Circuit Courts that were settled. I hpre written wills, deeds,handled sOcial•security claims,ran titles and probated estates. In short, I have had experience in most atpects of
civil law practice. My civil litigation practice for about the last 15
years has been about 70 percent defense and 30 percent plaintiff.
o be fair and
follow the law.
In the criminal law area, I have defended 9 homicide cases and
assisted Commonwealth Attorney to prosecute two homicide
cases. I was City Prosecutor for the City of Madisonville for 3years and prior to that, Public Dtfender for Hopkins County for
3 years. I have been involved in numerous appeals at the
Kentucky Court of Appeals level, and I have had two or three
cases before the United Stites Court of Appeals for the 6th
Circuit. I have served as a Special Master Conunissioner at the circuit court level and as a Special Justice on the Kentucky Supreme
Court on two cases.
Thanks in advance for any help you can give me and for considering me November 2, 1999.

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires
•50,000 Mile Tread Warranty

SE TIRE
400 IriCru
'
'sIrTal""Frir•'Murray • 753-1111

,Oelicious

RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
iiraa-daricss
Railroad Dirter

Sale ends Nov. 30, 1999

Etists-rit.TaRANT
Lunch & Dinner•Thursday - Sunday

110 East Sycamore • 753-1423
(Across from Calloway County Animal Shelter)

lEtiEurdlira facovitherzt Railroad
437-4200
Icy
ststie Rotate tzio,

*Paid for by Hobgood for judge Committee, Greg Bruce, CPA, Treasurer.
155 S. Main St., Madisonville, KY 42431

What Person,Place or Thing Do You Think Was
the Biggest Local Newsmaker of the Century?
Tell us,and you could win a • • • *3 month subscription
•6 month subscription or a I year subscription!
RULES:
I

One paragraph consisting of no more than 50 words describing what person.
place or thing you think was the biggest local newsmaker of the century

2 Entry must be received by this newspaper before 5 pm on Nov IS. 1999

5 All

runners' up stories could appear in a special news issue

entries become sole

7. Winners will be selected from all eligible entries and notified by
phone or letter no later than Dec_ 15,1999.
El. Enter as many times as you like, but each entry must be accompanied
by a new nomination

3 Employees of this newspaper and their immediate families are not eligible
4 Winner's story and

6. Three winners will be selected by random drawing on Nov.30,1999.

property of this newspaper

describing in 50 words or

Entries must be received by:
5 p.m. on Nov. IS, 1999

less the person. place or thing you

Send entry to:
Newsmaker c/o The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED

11VrES

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
ill _1 kis

41.“ /ban WahIn

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0 Du, Pr II4.141

52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Sholiping Guide)
cruniniurn 10 day 64 per wcxd per day for cacti addittorial coosecuii se day
Lase Ads 56
r vas for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go snio Shopping Guide) $2. (Si,u.for Shod on ad.
52

010 Legal Notice
- 020 Notice
025 Personals
- 030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment

Advertisers are requested to check the

195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical

first insertion of their ads for any esor.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect .insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale ,
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
336 booms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

This is our girl she's witty
& neat. You can find her
during the week, walking
the Long Term Care Beat.

Adopted by the City Council on October 28,
1999.
•

Happy 41J'S fl
B-day to a
gambling fool!

Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Overbey, City Attorney. •

..\3ACKYARD Specialities is
closing for the winter
November TO. Will sell the
decks, yard buildings and
carports that we have on
hand at unbelievable low
prices. 270-437-4062 or
270-767-9787

Just give us a call, we'll

be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the

COPELAND ORCHARDS

Ledger & Times.

Mayfield, Ky.
Apples,lornatoes,
fall decorations, pumpkins.
Thur -Mon
Call 270-623-8312.

Wm.

COMPUTER Aided
CHRISTIAN couple looking
for house to rent Please
call 767-9821

An Ordinance Enacting and Adopting A
Supplement to the Code of Ordinances of the
City of Murray, Kentucky.
Adopted by the City Council on October 28,
1999.

'Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
prepared by:
Overbey, City Attorney.

Summary

Wm.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
-free iocal claim service'
FREE Pregnancy 1,ests'
Life House 753-0700

HEARTLAND Shuttle,
Inc..
The 1999 County and School taxes are now
payable at the sheriff's office.
Face Value until December 31, 1999
5% Penalty Added January 1, 2000
22% Penalty Add February 1, 2000
All taxing authorities have a lien, against all
real and personal property of each delinquent taxpayer pursuant to KRS 134.420 (1),
which is effective on April 24, 2000 when the
unpaid tax liability hecomes delinquent.

Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall early to make your
reservations..,
before the holidays.
270-554-7527.

Exercise your right to
vote. The vote we believe

the mayor and city
council, tried to deny you.

PLEASE VOTE
"NO" TO
ANNEXATION
ON NOV. 2ND
Paid for by the Peoples Choice.

MACHINE Quilting Full
size
$31.50_, Murray
Sewing Center. 759-8400
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls
& loft. For sale. 753-5940

MALE, late fifties, seeking
emale about the same
age. Respond to P.O.Box
297, Hardin, Ky 42048.
SINGLE, tired of being
alone? Meet available,
high
quality
singles.
Heartland Connections. 1 -

DEBT Problem? We can
help with Bankruptcy,
Mortgages, Business &
Consolidation Loans. Call
toll free 1-877-392-1641.
Good or bad credit, we
have a solution.
FINANCING $5K- $200K.
includes all types of
Mortgages, investments,.
autos Debt c.onsolidation's
& personal. No fees
required/
same
day
process. Have special
buyer program on all home
& car loans. Bad/ no credit
Established since 1975.
Licensed/ bonded- direct
lender. Open 8am-9pm.
800-897-2331.

Mechanical designer
needed Good pay+
benefits 270-362-4763
DO You Want To Be
The New Owner of An
Established Business
In Murray? Now Is Your
Opportunity To Make
A Difference.. Making Our
Community A Healthier,
Happier
Place!
For
Inquiries
Send
Your
Address
& Phone To:
P.O. Box 1040-H
Murray. KY 42071.
DRIVERSVan OTR Professionals!
Join A Rock Solid
Nationwide Company That
Has Stayed Profitable And
Taken Care Of Its Drivers
For Over 50 Years.
Up To $.32 To Start, $.02,
Safety Bonus. Complete
Benefit Pkg, $1,000 Sign
On Bonus. Avg. LOH 850
- Aditas_ClaSs.A.

Automotive
Glass Installer
For More Into
Call 753-4563
or apply at

D6W Auto
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week -(13 week minimum)

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incUShopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for detail!, •

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the'plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best 'possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

4o

Aar.;a 15

Formal Wear
and Limousine

•
')

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

A Rentals begin at $29.99
A Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
A Social Invitations by Carlson Craft
-. Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party.
Cqurt Square Weett
304 Main Street
Perm, TN 36242
wpdding., prom
. Murray. KY 42071
,901)642-5.300
1 5021753-1300
and Banquets.

1 Insured

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
'Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

I;lavid Borders

Phone (502)759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
700-4:00
(5021 753-1351

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Beauty Products and Merchandise
TO BUY Olt SELL AVON CONTACT
Carol Block, Ind. Sls. Rep.
270-753-4668 or 436-2421

(1-MPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
H.q. 641 S.• 759-5107
Sun. 10 a.m. Spiritual Training Classes
11 a.m. Celebration Service
Wed. 7 p.m. Prayer & Praise

485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers

HARDEE'S Is now hiring
for cook & cashier positions. Please apply at
Draffenville. HWY 68 &
Murray,
HWY
641.
Midnight pOsitions. available at Murray location
only. EOE.
L1VE-IN
Residential
Manager and assistant
manager needed to oversee a supported community living home for developmentally disabled adults.
High school diploma/ GED
required. Previous supervisory experience and work
with MR/DD clients preferred. Room and board
provided, in addition to
competitive wages and
excellent benefits (401K,
stock purchase plan, paid
training, holiday, vacation ,
sick leave, medical, dental,
short-trem disability, and
free life insurance) Apply
community Alternatives
of
Kentucky.
6145
Symsonia
Highway,
Symsonia, Ky 42082.(270)
527-2255. EOE/M/F/DN.

14 Foot tra
consider tr
Gym 75930 ton sh
saw, 2 gu
50 ca mu
floor lack i
9595 after

520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

*Quality Home Time.
*Late Model Equipment
CDL-A & 6 mos. OTR ECK
Miller 800-611-6636
www.eck-millercorni
Sunday Recruiter- Call!
LOCAL
Cable
TV
Company is seeking a part
time employee who can
provide quality customer
service in person and over
the phone. Duties include
providing
information,
answering questions, interacting with customers.
Must be flexible in all office
procedures and working
hours. Drug test required
of successful applicants.
Send resume to P.O.Box
1040 W, Murray, KY
MAINTENANCE Needed.
Must know minor plumbing, electric, carpentry &
painting skills. Good People skills. Experience necessary. Apply MondayFriday, 7-3 at Hill Dale
Apts. Office. No phone
calls please.
PROGRESSIVE.
Preventive and quality oriented private Dental practice is seeking a full/, part
time registered Derit3I
Hygienist. Our practice is
established and growing
through quality care for2iii
patients. If you are intereMed in working in this environment please submit, a
resume ,with professional
referencPs tc.; PO Box 623
Pans,
38242
RESTAURANT Managers
are needed for our restauant in Murray. The successful applicant should be
energetic, mature, dependable and able to get the job
done Must be able to work
days. nights and weekends. Can you meet the
challenge? Send resume
to: Restaurant Manager
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray,
KY 42071_

West KY Technical College
Truck Driver Training. Did
you know that many companies offer over $30,000
the very first year? Not to
mention'Guaranteed Home time
*401K Retirement Plans
*Paid Vacations
'Satellite Communications
Train in Mayfield,
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT!

77 F-700
model..53
24' tri-axl
will sep
Dodge D
$4000. o

(270)744-8866
EEEO M/F/D
TWO Job Openings
for anyone handy with
tools 437-4062
WANTED
waitress
&
dancers at Foxy Lady
Pans. Tn. No exp. nec.
Call 901-644-0107
642-6177 or
apply in person.
SONIC Drive In is now hiring cooks, fountains and
car hops. Apply at Sonic
Drive- In, 217 South 12th
Street, Murray. No phone
call please.

213r. 1
nice Mu
Call w-7
9559.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
EXPERIENCED
House
Cleaning
Reasonable
Rates 492-6267

14x70, 2
Stove. r
dryer. C
electric
& rear d
Great _c
moved.
Reduce
270-354
FOR R
Mobile
2 miles
_bf 2§Q.
retnger
753-83

week
From 3pm-7am.
Some light housekeeping.
Call between 3:30 & 8p m.
270-753-8218.

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet ServiCe.
South On Route 121.

RIEN-ad Thue
LIiId Diailg!

N•U•R•S•leNeG
Murray-Callutua Counts Hospital a leader in
Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following job openings

pmoiding quality healthcare in

RN's:
Full Time/Med-Surg (3-11 shift)
Full-Time/Charge - GYN Unit (3-11 shift)
Part-Time/LTC Unit (7-3 shift)

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full-Time (3-11 shift)
Full-Time (11-7 shift)

PATIENT CARE ATTENDANTS:
Full-Time (7-3 shift)
2 - PRNs
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(2701762-1319
Equal Opportunity
Employer
)403 Poplar !trrt•et

WASH •
con
Dry('
con
Dishwa
excelli
Kenr

TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING

436-5933.
ESTABLISHED
Murray
SALES Position
business seeks outgoing The WIVR 94 7 Continues Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
person for, office work. to grow and we are looking
Mastercard Accepted
Send resume to 1203-B for a sales representative
Yury, Union City, Tn. to work primarily in Murray
MOM COMPUTERS
38261.
ON SITE SERVICE
and Benton. Send your
FULL Time Preschool resume to: WIVR P.0 Box New Computer Systems
teacher position available 679 Mayfield, KY 42066 or Parts Upgrades Installs
at Child Development call 502-247-5122. WIVR I Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
Center. High school diplo- is an equal opportunity
ma required. Experience & emplOyer.
759-3556
or education preferred.
Benefits available. EOE.
753-5227.

al

McConnell

480 Auto Parts

rN

PLEASE BE SURE TO BRING OR MAIL
YOUR TAX BILL WHEN MAKING PAYMENT.
THE TAX BILL NUMBER IS
NEEDED TO GIVE YOU FASTER SERVICE.
Note: When paying by mail, please enclose a
self-addressed STAMPED envelop if you
wish a receipt of your tax bill payment.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

THIS space is reserved
DRIVERS- FLATBED
---th -day might come,
We Pay For Your
Your pet has strayed
Experience'
can't find its way home. 11,000 SIGN ON BONUS

ALTERATIONS_
An Ordinance Establishing Four-Way Stop
Intersection at North Eighth Street and
Payne Street.

•

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Leat
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

r . 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mori. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

ANTIQUE
1970
Call 7
CASH paid
rifles, shot
tols
Ben
Goods, 5
Murray
FURNTTUR
Primitive),
and other a
or all. Call

• Murray. KTricky 42071

1983 F

1994

NEW 2
- Br, 2 b
tor, dis
place o
lot. Al
mobile
proble
call 27
270-76
TRAIL

ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456

38R, 1 bath $275
3br, 1 bath $260
753-6012.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURN/TURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633,

WATERFRONT 3Br, 2
bath mobile home in
Jonathan Creek. $400 +
deposit, No pets. 270-4928360

14 Foot trampoline, Would
consider trading for Jungle
Gym. 759-3881.
30 ton shop press ,band
saw, 2 guitars, chop saw,
50 ca. muzzleloader rifle,
floor jack. Before 5:00 7599595 after 500 753-8689.
MOVING van storage trailer Good condition. 4362935 or 753-0839.

WASHER excellent
condition $95.
Dryer excellent
condition $95.
Dishwasher (built- in)
excellent condition.
Kenny 759-3180.

2 Bottom Breaking plow.
Ferguson Brand $250
436-5275

3BR, apt.. Stove & retriger
ator. 1 yr. lease. Located
703 S. 4th St. ,Murray Call
436-2935.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

MAKE University Heights
Apts your home "Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
assisted apts. These are
apts for families, disabled.
handicapped, senior citizens, wheel chair accessible. For more info call
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
LOT For Rent. 753-9866.
Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
300
Equal
1-800-247-2510,
Housing Opportunity.
BUILDING #1 120ft.X5Oft. MUR-CAL Apartments has
openings for 1 & 2br apts.
concrete block building.
Rental assisted. Apply at
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
3500 sq.ft. in storage. Gas 902 Northwood Dr. Mon.
heat and large parking lot. Wed & Fn. 759-4984. TDD
Equal
888-662-2406.
Buildtng#2 41ftX26ft.
Housing Opportunity.
Concrete building.
Buildingff3 16ftX36ft.
NICE 1-2 & 3br opts or 3Wood building.
4br house w/washer &
All buildings located at
dryer, furnished, near
701 S. 4th St. Call
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
753-0839 or 436-2935 for St. 753-1252 before 5pm.
more information.
753-0606 after 5pm

Office Space
units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Various size

_
.
OFFICE Space for rent
113 South 13th St.
753-6001

77 F-700 Dump truck, 69
modelv530 case backhoe,
24 tri-axle trailer. $10.000 1 & 2br apts. Starting a
will separate. Also 87 $220 per month. 11/2 miles
Dodge Dakota Truck. 4x4. from MSU. Some utilities
$4000. obo. 492-8956.
paid. Washers & dryers on
premises. No pets. 7679037.
1 OR 2br apts. near downCURRIER Piano _
Medium town Murray starting at
oak. Excellent condition. $200/mo. 753-4109.
Best offer. Call 759-4523 1BR apt available, all appliafter 5PM
ances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.

1980- 14'X80' 3 bedroom2 bath. 180'X90' corner lot
+out buildings. $14,000 •
call 762-0171
5:00-9:00 PM
1983 Fleetwood 14x60
2Br., 1 bath, C/H/A, very
nice Must sell $5000 obo
Call w-753-4547 or h-7599559.
FLEETWOOD.
1994.
14x70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
Stove, refrigerator, washer,
dryer, Central heat & air,
electric service pole. Front
& rear deck, underpinning.
Great -condition, must be
moved. Price
Reduced to $13.500 Call
270-354-6347.
FOR Rent or Sale. 14x65
Mobile Home on 1 acre lot.
2 miles East of Murray off
C/H/fri, stove,&
reingerator
753-8350.
NEW 28x56 doublewide 3
- Br, 2 bath, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher and fireplace on 3/4 acre wooded
lot. Also, new 165(80
mobile home. Financing no
problem. For information
call 270-437-4062 or
270-76719787.

1BR COTTAGE. New
paint, carpet. Stove &
refrigerator
furnished.
Close to Campus. 7530919 or
1-800-589-7956
1BR Furnished. Water
paid. No pets, lease &
deposit required: 16041/2
Miller. $250/ month.
753-093, Daytime.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d,
available
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR Duplex at 113 South
13th St 270-753-6001
2BR duplex, central
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759'43118.
28R Duplex. In
Northwood $350/ •
month .753-3964.
2BR, central gas hJa, appliances furnished $300/mo.
753-9898
28R, Duplex, 1909-B
Westwood Dr. Lease. no
pets. Deposit. 753-8002.
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR. duplex. Excellent
condition. ll appliances
including W/D. Low utilities. 1 month deposit.
Lease required_ $450/mo,
436-5725
2BR , water, sewer, gas
garbage 753-8355

On-site Commercial & Residential

Computer Consulting
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking

40'X40' metal building,
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
bath.
Fully _ equipped
kitchen
including
microwave. Washer and
dryer, carpet and file. Yard
maintenance
included.
Security deposit and lease.
No pets.
-753/-9240. RED OAKS APTS.
'Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Cali Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 38R. apartments.
Please call 753-8221.
EHO.
VERY Nice 2br duplex.
C/H/A, appliances furnish.
Vs/70'hook up, yard maintenance included. No pets.
Call 270-926-4427

MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units •available. 753-2905 or 7537.536._

possession.
Immediate
Low 60's. 206 Woodlawn.
759-9246.
AFFORDABLE HOME
Walking
distance
of
Church,
Post
Office,
Grocery, restaurant, beauty shop and good friends.
3br, 2 bath. 1746 SQ. FT.
Central gas heat, vinyl trim,
den with fireplace 801
South 9th Street.
753-5561. 753-2228.
ALMO area. Apprormatley
13360sq.ft. home. Has two
separate living areas.
Great for large family or in:
laws or rental. Only
89,500. Call Kim @ Park
Avenue Properties. 270362-4224 or 362-4148.

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
Kimball -Uniyereal -Broyhill
Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

M.!

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers': rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation '
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT paving new or
repair. Also rock hauling of
atl types. 759-1039.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113

CARPORTS for cars and
CUSTOM bulldozing &
trucks. Special sizes for
backhoe work, septic sysmotor home. boats, RVs
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
and etc. Excellent protecHorace Sholar
tion; high quality, excellent
CUSTOM
CLOSETS.
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Epoxy coverer:Pi-wire shelv-i
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
inq• Free estimates
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
Interior Solutions
10% SR Discount. Tracy
Edward Peery.
Manning. 435-4006.
270-753-4499
COLSON HOME REPAIR
D&D ROOFING
Additions garages, decks,
Call as for all of your roofremodeling-vinyl siding.
ing nWs 436-2ETT
20Yrs dxperience
753-5592

1987 MAZDA 4x4 pick up
Air & power steering.
$
.2800 435-4243
1991 Ford pickup Lariat
model. F-150. Short wheel
base,aiito,,y:p , full power.
4x4 Great condition. 4896134
98 Tacoma 22xxx miles,
CD player, dual airbags
Manual trans $11,500
OBO 753-8651

2 BABY Iguanas with large
ighted terrarium and ful
1994 INNSBRUCK
set up. $150. obo. Call
34ft Super Slide 2br,
753-4470 or 753-8946.
.screened front porch,
AKC Dachshund Puppies.
wood patio Storage
Red smooth. 1 Female
building at Lake View
$200 2 Males. $150
RV Resort on Cypress
BEDROOM in pleasan
270-247-5119.
Bay. $14,900,.
BRICK for Sale
home. Share large living
759-1987. 436-5108
AKC Registered Chocolate
1300
Kimberly
Color.
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
Labs. 1st shots & wormed. Call after 7 PM. 753-9652. CHEV Fiberglass Camper
cable N. Walk to Hospital
Both parents on site $150.
- shell Long bed. fits 1989or down town industry.
AKC Registered Miniature --BRICK On 1.15 acres. 1998 $200 Collar white
$180. plus deposit of $125.
2800ft in house. 672ft in
Dachshunds. 1st shots &
good condition Call
utilities included. 753-9211.
garage. Lynn Grove area.
wormed. $200. 435-4656.
270-436-6081
or 759-6000..
$69,500. 435-4139
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17 EXCEPTIONAL 3br.
2 bath, brick. Double lot,
Boats & Motors
years. 436-2858
town's edge.
Easy financing
1972 65 H P Johnson with
2BR, 1 Bath house for rent.
753-4109/ 759-8093.
$800.00
controls
Stove, refrigerator, washer.
HOUSE With 2, 1br apts. Two back to back fold
Gas heat. $350./ month 3
year
old
white
down seats for runabout
Call 753-2738
plus deposit. No pets appaloosa, gelding w
S100,130 Good condiplease! 4 Miles South of papers.Very gentle, easy to JUST Reduced! Five•bed- Gold
.
room home on -8.5 acres. tion.
Murray. Call 492-8566
haodle & ride, 753-7122
18' 1977 Mark Twain
1+
acre
stocked
pond.
nice
28R, 1 bath, Stove & refrig- leave message before
workshop. Above ground inboard 155 H P. 6 cyl. w/
erator furnished. W/D hook 5PM.
Will top doubla axle trailer.
up. Gas heat, 1 month HAY- horse and dairy qual- pool. Owner says 'ell
$2475. °
consider
trade
for
smaller
deposit. No pets. 753- ity in large rectangular
Very nice 28" Hams Float
home.
call
Kopperud
2905.
bales. 700- 750 lbs avg
boat 1977 all new floor
Realty for your showing
2BR, 2 bath with possible Pure alfalfa or alfalfafurniture top, covers cur753-1222. MLS*3001748
-1-e mrtes-outstelei-e4---veeas
---tains-44;yL-Cheli-inbaard
470
Murray, Kirksey area KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb.
grill radio. $4500.00
$375 a month 435-4180
270-436-2116
average- weight.
bail.
Call 489-2945.
1996 WARRIOR- 350
$2850 753-2905
2BR. house on Kirksey
83 BMW R65. 650cc.
A-1 Tree Service
Hwy. References, no pets
in house Call Joyce under- F you live in a late mode Black, Windshield, saddle
Stump removal& tree
bags.. 16,000 miles, Nice
spraying
wood 898-2340
mobile home and are rent
bike. $4000. 753-8066
492-8737 or 437-3044
3BR, 1 bath with, garage. ing a lot, you can own you
ATV Trailer, 48x80". Floor
Free estimates
$400. a month. 5 miles own for about the, same
treated
2x4. Fold up load- AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
North. 759-4826.
• acre, prices $10,000 to ing ramp. $250 436-5275. Custom Decks, fencing.
3BR, 11\2 bath. Cute
garages, pole barns, carbrick house with garage. $12,000, includes water,
ports. Hardwood floors
Sport Utility Vehicles
CI
Nice area in town. C/H/A, septic, and driveway, 10[
min. north of Murray. Also
installed & finished. All
appliances, hardwood
land/home packages-avail- 1985 CHEVY S-10 Blazer. repairs Quality workmanfloors. $695/ month.
135,xxx. $1200. obo. 270- ship. Licensed. 753-7860.
Lease, deposit. 559-2842 able. Call 270-437-4838.
.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for 492-6118, leave message. 753-9308,
or 753-8734.
3BR. Stove & Refrigerator.
W/D hook up. C/HJA. $650/
month. 12 month Lease. 1
month deposit. In town. No
pets. 753-2259 or 5278174.

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs*
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
ALL-- Carpentry,
All
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
'Licensed & insured, Cell
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa. or Mastercard
AMY'S Cleaning Service
Home or office,
References available.
901-641-0059.

3BR, 2 bath Brick. Central

4a-s.WA:teriFed

sale, city limits. Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or -1888-673-0040.

_ 110 acre farm. Road
rontage. Southwest schoo
district. Small lake &
woods. Call 489-2036.

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

11 TRACTS OF LAND 1991 PLYMOUTH. Grand
7-12 Acres per tract Voyager Excellent condiProperty located off of Hwy tion $4200 753-9371
94E onto Hwy‘ 1551, Old 1992 HONDA Civic DX
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane & Hatch back Auto, AC, PS,
proposed new Hwy 80 For PB, cruise, CD 114K,
more information please excellent
condition
view prdperty, review post- Original owner $4250.
ed data, then please call
270-354-9375
270-441-2253.
1994 ESCORT. Wagon.
3/4 ACRE wooded lots, Good condition, 'auto, air.
Close to Murray. Quiet $3850. call 753-2479.
neighborhood. 437-4062 or ., 1094 Grand
Prix SE.
767-9787.
Lbaded, Low mileage.
Excellent condition $7500
available. Pick your wood- obo. 753-8858 or
ed hillside choice of
759-1965.
acreage from 2 on up. 7g -ol'd's Cutlass cruiser
Restricted, 1 tract with /wagon. Good work car,
pond located 5 minutes needs minor repair. $500
North of town Call for pri- obo 753-7897 or 522-2616,
vate showing today, 75385 TRANS- AM. 305, auto,
2905.
New
tires, Blaupunkt
stereo/ CD player. 2-10"
box speakers. $1250.
753-8066
1712 Framer Ave.
92 Grand Prix white, 4
3BR,. 2 Baths, LR w/fire- door. (Days) 753-6106
place w/ gas logs, kitchen, (night) 753-3258 •
utility room w/ built-ins,
large den w/ built-in cabinets, fenced in back yard,
w/ buildinp in back., great
office or hobby house. 753- 98 Plymouth Gran Voyager
SE V-6, cranberry, dual
7122.
doors, rear air, local 1
38R, 2 bath brick home.
owner. Nice.
location,
Great
new
Askingt$16,900
throughout. Must see at
.days 7594422i -1'0151-3011nfty RObeRSOrinights 492-8899
Road, North. $113,000.
767-0405. Must Sell!

'12rtire•r•t Co...unity

CC

Lif

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

Independent Living for Seniors over 55!
All inclusive:

•Non-denominational
Christian environment
•2 meals a day
•MCCH Home Health Carr
*Paid utilities
Services
-Housekeeping and laundry
*Studio, one & two
•Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Frt. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

1991 FORD Explorer. 4X4
Good condition $5995
753-4445

1986 CHEVY Cavalier
Z-24 $1195 1990 Saab
9,000 series $4795
753-4445
1990 ford Probe Auto air
$2900 obo 489-6262

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling repairs, sidewalks.
etc No job too small
" 492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds. & junk clean-up.
436-2867

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
01,11, hardwood & laminated
floors.
.-Ns,
Residential or
-1
poi
Commercial

FENCING
Midway Fence Cgrripany.
Chain II*,Aft.cusimuy_Qod
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley. ,
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.
Highest
GUTTERS
Quality
Seamless
supplies and shutters
Variety of colors Free esti
mates Calf West KY
GAM , 75'a
0278
Roofing,
HANDYMAN,
Carpentry, Plumbing, Yairt
Work, Porches &' Decks
Any job
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
JONES Body Shop still .
serving Murray for over 28
years Insurance work wel
come. Free estimates
270-753-0706
"

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes
_(270) 489'2842

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR .5-Eh-VICE All work guaranteed
Free estirrfates.
753-1134
PLUMBING Repairs, fast service
436-5255

Jr/c.
1441Ll'e
41:0
LINCOLN
MERCURY
247-9300
I-800-874-0256
,Wheeler McClain Ford can
arrange financing if you
have been turned down
before Loans available for
slow pay. repo's or banklees
Call
U.S.
soai
ultwey
45 Hig

Mayfield
Kentucky

Kenny at
12701147-9300 or 18001 874-0256

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estrmates. Day-or night,
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES Mowing, trimming, leaf F.,
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseediiig
bed
&
mulching. Free Estimates,
759-9609
VINYL - Replacensent
Windows. Siding, roofing.
room additions. plumbing
and eler"•ii- al
reDairs
repairs Fully insured
& material Girailr
759-9414
YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
Dependable & insured
437-4723

Customers!:

Dish Network
Ott

DirecTV

k
DiRECTV

lice Sell install Kits

wv.-w.woodsatellite.com

LEAF REMOVAL
• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
Preparation
• Seeding
• ).- • New Yard
• • Power Overseeding

- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixec
Refer to Ad #21-and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, ackit
lions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration •
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years expen
ence. Call Walters
Contractin_g, 753-2592 _ _
Ciisaning
DAVID'S
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, home, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways. parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, ' Completely
Mobile. Phone 5021594734
ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or just replac
-1/19 Iswitch •
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Servi,-e
24 Hr. Sen-s e
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types of:
Custom' Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
•

FREE: 2 Female Purebred
Bichon Frise dogs. Bolt
spayed. hous2 brokers,
need a good home. Match
set, we:ve been together
all our lives Please
757-0912 after 5 30p ro

absence of.supplemental vitamins, vitamin A toxicity would be extremely
rare. (This toxicity is Marked by anemia, poor appetite, dry skin, increased
pressure in the brain, headache, muscle-joint pain and hair loss.)
Look to your diet as a possible

DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of bad
posture, I wear a back brace. My husband tells me it's just a crutch and
that 1 sbpuld exercise more. What's
your opinion?
DEAR READER. Before giving an source of excess vitamin A, which is
answer, I'd have to know the reason prevalent in liver, whole milk prodfor your bad posture. Do you have ucts, carrots, spinach, turnip greens
spinal curvature. severe arthritis, and palm oil.
osteoporosis or chronic back strain? If
Try cutting down on these foods so. the brace is probably appropriate
liver, which is also rich ip
especially
recommended
and should have been
cholesterol
Let your body use the vit.
by an orthopedic surgeon.
Amin A you liWF-already-Stored. Have
stand
*
not
do
lf, however, you simply
your vitamin A blood level checked in
up straight, exercises to strengthen a few months. If your abdominal
your back muscles and improve per, symptoms diminish as the vitamin
ture might be a better option. Also, in level falls, fine. If not, it's back to the
such instances, a physical therapist drawing board for yolk- doctor•To give
would doineee-4oatelpeyou than would you related information, I am sending
a back brace. Ask.your doctor about you-a copy of my Health Report "Fads
thisarather than arguing with your
Vitamins & Minerals." Other readspouse.'
ers who would like a copy should send
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 73-year-old $2 plus. a long, self-addressed,
raother experiences severe and stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017.
painful swelling of her legs and 'feet. Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
At first, she could contral this problem 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
with diuretic medicine. Now she can1999 NEWSPAPER-MITE:MIME ASSN
not, and she is becoming progressively immobilized. What can we (to?
• DEAR READER: The first goal is to'
identify the cause of the swelling. Tins
edema may belhe result of a wide
variety of afflictions, including heart
PETER
failure. kidney disease. liver ailments,
GOTT, M.D.
sr_badyeins in her legs. Once
3.1
the cause has been discovered,•specifie treatment can be employed.
- Obviously, diuretics (kidney stimudants) are often useful, but the medicines are more effective for some conditions than for others. Your mother
needs a thorough examination by, her
family physician. A doctor should be
able to pinpoint the problem and preScribe therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of perIf you smoke,
sisting abdominal discomfort. I had
a
door is a
several blood tests performed. All
were normal except one: The doctor
very simple
told me that I have twice the normal
way.to
keep
arnount.of vitamin A in my system. but
your kids
she gave me no clue about how to fix
the problem. I do not take supplemenhealthier.
tal vitamins. and 1 eat a balanced diet.
so I am confused about the cause,of
my vitamin overload.
DEAR READER: Vitamin A is United States Environmental Protection Adencv
Consumer Federation of Amenca Foundation
stored in the liver. A-well-nourished
Arnencan Medical Association
adult who received no vitamin A whatsoever would take about 200 days to
exhaust half of this reserve, In the

I'M THINKING ABOUT GETTING A
PART-TiME JOS TO EARN SOME
fir'RA MONEY

DEAR ABBY: A -pregnant 18year-old wrote to you because her
husband was having a hard time
accepting the fast That she wears a
locket with a photo of the baby boy
she gave up for adoption three years
before. You advised her that you
thought it was because the necklace
"served as a constant reminder that
he wasn't the first man in her life."
Abby, that girl told you she had
been raped and the baby she gave
up was a result of a crime committed against her. How can you even
insinuate that the heartless coward
who fathered this- child was a "man
in,her life"?
I can assure you that a rapist,
and the experience of being raped,
becomes a permanent part of your
life. However, when a child is raped,
that rapist does not become the
"first man in herlife." —
I hope you will print this letter
along with an apology for offending
all victims of rape.
TAMIE IN MARIETTA, GA.
DEAR TAMIE: After an
editor expressed concernabout
my terminology after that letter
and answer were sent to my
newspapers, I issued a correction. However, not all of them
used my alternative wording. If
you or anyone else was offenfled by my language, I apologize. "First man in your life"
itritgliorttiterided
i'mply that
the baby was the result of consensual sex. Read on:
. _
•
DEAR ABBY: In response
—.to the
young wife whose husband wants
her to remove the locket containing
the picture of the baby she gave up
for adoption, iny next question
would be: How dare he? What does
he want her to give up next - her
friends and family? If he can't see
that the locket is important to her,
he may never see anything that is
important to her.
My feeling is that he's using this
as emotional blackmail because he
is insecure in himself. I have had
three children, and never loved any
of them less than the others. Is this
husband an only child? If not, have
him ask his mother if she loved any
of her children less because she
already had one. A parent's heart is
too big for something that petty,
and "Too Young" has already

proven how big her heart is.
This young, woman should hold
her head up proudly, because .her
daughter will, too -and so will her
son. She has already proven what a
terrific parent she is. She did not
blame her unborn child and gave
him the greatest possible gift, life!
Keep your locket, dear lady; you
earned it.
INSULTED PARENT OF FOUR,
PHOENIX
DEAR INSULTED PARENT:I
second the motion. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Most lockets have
room for two pictures. I think she
should add the daughter's photograph to the one of her son. Or,
even better - the husband should
buy a new locket and put the pictures of both Children in it.
DIANE D., LAICELAND,FLA.
DEAR DIANE D.: That's a
wondArful idea. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: That young
woman's husband should applaud
and support her for getting through
the terrible ordeal of rape in such a
mature and responsible way. As for
her loving her new daughter as
much as her son, I'm sure she will
discover that a mother's love is like
no other
and can be equally distributed to all her children. Her
insightand'thoughtfutne-ssthat she is- already well-suited for
„the job.
DANIELLE M,
FAIRLESS HILLS,PA.
DEAR DANIELLE:
summed it up very welt

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+ K9 3
p9764
• A3
WEST +A KJ 7
EAST
+ 1042
T

+8765
•
Ir1°J
Q 10 4
+10863

•Q j5
492
SOUTH
4 A QJ
A K832
•9 2
4Q 5 4
The bidding
South West
North East
1 gr
Pass
3+
Pass
4
3+
Pass
Pass
5
4 NT
Pass
Pass
6 IP
Opening lead queen ofdiamonds.

Bobby Goldman, one of the
world's great players and a member of the Dallas Aces that challenged and then overcame the
vaunted Italian Blue Team in the
early '70s, died unexpectedly this
past spring at the age of 60. He
had just been elected to the Bridge
Hall of Fame and was the American Contract Bridge League's 1999
Honorary Member.
WELCOME
THE WORLDWIDE Goldman was a moving force
CONNECTION TO EVER4THING — in keeping alive many of the Aces'
EXCEPT TliE OFFICE.
numerous bridge enterprises long
after the team had disbanded. He
also a leading thist and
promulgator of new conventions,
such as Exclusion Blackwood,that
have since passed into common
usage.
The day after Goldman's death,
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my cousin, Robert Becker, a topflight player in his own right,called
to ask if I'd like to publish a hand
Goldman
had
played
at
Philadelphia's Cavendish Club
when he was 19 years old. As the
deal shows,even at that tender age
Goltiman had a full grasp of the
subtleties of the game.
Goldman was South,and West
led the queen of diamonds to
dummy's ace. Goldman then
cashed the A-K oftrumps,learning
that he had a trump loser when
West discarded a diamond.
His only chance was to get rid of
his diamond loser on dummy's
fourth club. Most players would no
doubt have played the Q-K-A of
clubs,hoping East had started with
three or more clubs. This would
have failed as the cards lie. But
Goldman saw a way to improve on
his chances by giving East a chance
to make a mistake.
So he cashed the A-K of clubs
and then led a club toward his hand
as if he were trying to ruff out the
queen. From East's perspective,
declarer might have had +.AQJx V
AlCiouc • xx 4 xx, in which case
Goldman would be correct in attempting to fell the club queen
before trying to get rid of dummy's
remaining diamond on his fourth
spade.
Ultimately, East discarded a
spade, whereupon Goldman produced the queen,led a spade to the
king and threw his diamond on the
clvti _jack. If East had ruffed the,
thfrd club, the slam would have
gone down.
"After that," said my cousin,
"we all knew Bobby was headed for
stardom."

three-base
hit
34 Mineo and
Bando
35 Levis
36 Widmark ID
37 Cravat
38 NCO's
nickname
39 French
affirmative
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Spint in
Moslem lore
42 High rugged
mountains
43 Having feet
45 Reduces in
quantity
47 Musical
group of nine
48 Dale or
Linda

Ms. Merman
Acclaim
11 Sixth day of
the week
12 Kind of
beard
14 No ifs, — or
buts
15 More
unusual
17 Steamship
(abbr.)
18 Female ruff
19 Shifted sails
20 N Y. Giants
outfielder
(1926-47)
21 Cesium
symbol
22 Be silent
(music)
23 Joint
24 Without end
26 Burns
27 Drudge
28 Perceive by
touch
29 Throws off
31 Makes a

1 — Borgnine
2 Detergent
name
3 Coin-toss
4

5

117
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of worker
chipping away at the steps of the
front of Wells Hall on the campus
at Murray State University in
preparation for new ones. Work
should be completed in about 45
days.
Rainey Apperson writes about
Mary Ann Littleion and her two
years she spent teaching school in
Sierra Leone in West Africa in her
column,- "Rainey's Day."
Births_reported include a girl tit)
Rodney and Mary Turner, a girl to
Valerie and Gary McClure and a
girl to Tresa and Terry Jones, Oct.
23.
Twenty years ago
Persons who plan to apply for a
driver's license on their 16th birthday should apply at least six
months before their birthday for a
social security card, in order to have
one whea applying for a driver's license, according to Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk Frances
Shea.
Debra Lynn Geurin and Skip
Homra, both of Murray, have been
selected as members of the cast of
the play, "Angel Street," to be pre-- sented Nov. 8-10 by the Murray
-State -University Theatre.
,
Thirty years ago
Jayne Scott, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Scott, was crowned as
District Farm Bureau.Queen at the
meeting at Gilbertsville.
Carol .Anderson of Paducah is
the Murray State Univerf,ity Homecoming Football Queen. Festivities
for the homecoming today include
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call (abbr )
4 Apiece
(abbr )
5 Poetic
6 Heron
7 Female
student
8 Household
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the Union armies.
In 1870, the U.S. Weather Bureau
made its first official meteorological observations.
In 1944, "Barvey," a comedy
by Mary Chase about a man.and
his invisible friend, a 6-foot-tall
rabbit, opened on Broadway.
One year ago: The military arm
of the radical Islamic group Hamas
made an unprecedented threat
against Yasser Arafat, deinatg
the Palestinian leader halt a crackdown against it, or face violent
vengeance. John Kagwe of Kenya
won the New York City Marathon
for the second consecutive year:
Franca Fiacconi became the first
Italian to win the women's division.

god
In response
to
10 Bed canopy
11 Mockery
13 Colorado
park
16 Sorr of Adam
19 Singer—
Joplin
20
tours:
crawling
22 Jogs
23 Retains
25 Novelist Zola
26 River in
France
28 Easily broken
29 Bar legally
30 Young lady
31 Gull-like bird
32 Bursts from
restraint
33 Type of
cheese
35 Leigh of
"Touch of
Evir
38 Location
39 Ken —
41 Actor Murray
42 Physicians'
org
44 Serve the
purpose
46 Roman four
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 1, the
305th day of 1999. There- are 60
days left in the year. This is All
Saints Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. I, 1952, the United
States tested its first hydrogen
bomb, at Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands.
On this date:
In 1604, William Shakespeare's
tragedy "Othello" was first presented at Whitehall Palace in London.
In 1611, Shakespeare's romantic comedy "The Tempest" was
first presented at Whitehall.
In 1765, the Stamp Act went
into effect, prompting stiff resistance from American colonists.
In 1861, Gen. George B. McClellan was made General-in-Chief of
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a parade this morning and the Murray-Eastern football game.
The LeRoy Offerman Orchestra
that played at Murray Stale College
from 1936 until 1939 held a homecoming eve reunion and jam session at MSU on Oct. 31:
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray, Oct. 27.
Forty years ago
Contracts for the construction of
Coldwater-Salem Church Road
from Kentucky 121 North to Salem
Baptist Church and North 18th
Street froth West Main to-College
Farm Road to be graded, drained
and paved have been granted.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe E. Bradley, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Suiter,- a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Galen Thurman Jr., a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Conner, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thomas.
Fifty years ago
Keys Y. Burkeen, torpedoman's
mate first class, USN, is a crew
member on the submarine, USS
Carp out of San Diego, Calif.
In high school basketball games
Farmington beat Hazel, Lynn
Grove beat Fulgham, and Kirksey
-beat,-F-ulgtiam...11igh team_ ac.omrs ,
were Colley for Farmington, Taylor
and Lamb for Hazel, F. Miller and
D. Darnell few Lynn -Grove, Conn-for Fulgham, Carson for Kirksey
and Steele for New Concord.
Mr.- and Mrs: Finis Futrell will
be married 50 years Nov. 6.
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
.Murray, KY 42071
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SCOTT NANNEY/Lediger & Times pho.to
OPEN FIELD: Murray State tailback Jermaine Mannin9 runs
downfield during the Racers' 22-T1 -triumph over Teliniiiee
Tech Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.

CCHS boys place
eighth, girls ninth
at regional meet
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County High School's
boys finished eighth and the girls
ninth during Saturday's First Region cross country meet at Fort
Campbell.
Jeffrey 'Boyle paced the boys
with a 19:45 finish over the 5K
(3.1 -mile) course. He placed 37th
out of 89 runners.
Other runners were Darek Casper (41st, 20:13); Luke Puckett
(45th, 20:17): Andy Mize (52nd.
20:47); Michael Pritchard (54th,
20:59); Nathan McPhail (55th,
21:02); and Justin Alexander (66th,
22:24).
Amanda Hart's time of 23:33
led the girls. She placed 33rd in a
69-runner field.
Other runners included Lindsii
Miller (36th, 23:46); Kacee Stonecipher (53rd, 25A2); Meagan
Rogers 162nd, 28:12); -Elizabeth
Kilby (63rd, 28:24); Jessica Roberts (64th. 28:38); and Crystal
Thompson (67th, 39:02).

and a fan favorite in Colorado. As out on the playoffs last season:
By JOE KAY
Field•or away, this man can profriends left the team in recent years
AP Sports Writer
duce."
Knowing they probably
CINCINNATI (AP) — With and the Rockies lost games, Bi- wouldn't be able to afford to keep
Bichette is a career .345 hitter in
Greg Vaughn headed for free chette found himself having less Vaughn, the Reds began talking to Cincinnati with ninebomers and 32
agency, the Cincinnati Reds wanted fun.
RBIs. He'll get to find out just how •
the Rockies about Bichette during
He also found that he missed be- the season. Vaughn and his agent -much playing at Coors Field into trade tor another •cleanup hitter
'without giving up young prospects. ing with his wife and two children told he Reds they wanted at least a flated his numbers.
•
. After missing his family for during spring training and the part four-year deal for $10 million to
In the past three months, the
much of the season. Dante Bichette of the season_ when his 7-year-old $12 million a year,'way out of Cin-1 Rockies have had general manager
was looking for a team that would son was in school. The Bichettes ,cinnati's price range, Bowden said.
Bob Gebhard resign and manager
keep him closer to home and give live in Orlando, Fla.
Jim Leyland retire on their_ way to a
• The Reds think,Bichette.can re- .7.24.p mark
_ Early in the season', "Bichette
him a chalice to win again.
that was—The secondhim. He hit 34 homers'and
place
told the Rockies that if another
• It' was a good fit.
worst in franchise history.
The Reds got Bichette frat earn closer to home expressed an drove in 133 runs last season, when
The trade starts a remake of the he barely missed hitting .300 for team.
Colorado on Saturday in the first interest, he'd,be willing to approve
the seventh;consecutive season. He
major trade of the offseason. The a trade.
"Our vision for this team is a
makes S6.5 million each of the next
Rockies obtained outfielder Jeffrey - .. "Check _ out my nurnber
more athletics MOM Wipatik_grQup_
Bitwo years
Hammonds and reliever Stan chette Said. "I was hitting .259 the
of contributors," general manager
Belinda and threw in $1.9 million day my little boys and wife showed
"This guy's a hitting machine," Dan O'Dowd said. "This is out' first
ur cover the difference in saiaries up during the season. When they
Bowden said "He's a very special step in that Vection. It also gives'
for the small-market Reds.
left to go back home for him to go
man with the bac Whether at Coors us important payroll flexibility."
The Reds wanted to get a proven to school,. I was hitting .304. I
run producer without adding salary, ended up hitting .298.
"I read into those numbers that
giving up any top prpspects or parting with any pitchers. Their choices I'm not quite the player I am with
were limited:
my family a thousand miles away.
--"In our opinion, there was only It plays on me. It was probably the
one player we felt we could make a deciding factor."
deal for without 'weakening our
Cincinnati is only Là two-hour
farm system or our pitching staff," flight from Orlando and the Reds
gene!
„
-al Iiimsasa,lidesicsaitt„
Sa!'asof.a.
"And that was the deal."
Fla. They also satisfied Bichette's
Bichette, who turns 36 on Nov. 'desire to play on a winner — they
18. was o.nezof the original ROckies won'96_games - and barel-y missed
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1998 Dodge 1500 LWB 4x4 SLT Pickup St. #
00042.1 V-8, Auto, A/C: P VV, PL. TO. Cassette,
Green /Tan, 36,000 miles
$18,995
1997

Dodge Avenger ES st. #00085.1, Tan, V-6,
Auto, RW, P/L, TiC,Cassette
$10.986

1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. # 512 V-6,Auto,A/C,
P/VV, P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles

Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069 1 v-8. Blue,
P/W, P/L, T/C. Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles

:KAI

1997

GMC Jimmy - St. # 99229.1 4D, 4WD, SLE
Dodge Intrepid - St. k99215.1. 3.5 L:, V-6,
maroon, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles
Reduced $9,995

Pictured are members of the 1999 Calloway County Cross Country team: Front row (left to right)
Jason Crist, Taylor Thieke, Michael Bloodworth, Justin Alexander, Tyler Buckingham, Tyler
Brockman, Ryan Kirk; Second row (left to right) Darek Casper, Michael Pritchard, Jeffrey Boyle,
Luke Puckett, Andy Mize, Nathan McPhail; Third row (left to right) Coach Randy Crist, Crystal
Thompson, Amanda Hart, Meagan Rogers, Kacee Stoneceipher, Lindsay _Miller. Elizabeth Kilby,
Jessica Roberts, Coach Keith Jared.

Chevy S-10 LS St. #00198.1 Blue, PS/PB, A/C,
$6,995

Cassette

Dodge 2500 4x4 SLT Pickup - St. It 0087.1
V-10, Auto, PNV,
36,G00 miles

T/C, Aluminum Wheels.-

$18,995

Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2 V-8,
Black, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L TIE, 58,000 miles
Sponsored By:
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By TERESA-M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer "
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Titans saw the
glitzy stats put up by the St. Louis
Rams in becoming the NFL's last
undefeated team. They also picked
up something else.
"We didn't see an awful lot of
pressure," said coach Jeff Fisher.
"Teams have given up 35, 40
points a game, playing cautious and
playing tentative, and we knew we
couldn't do that."
So the Titans decided to flood
the secondary with defensive backs
and rush at times with only three
linemen. It worked Sunday as the
Titans sacked Kurt Warner four
times and forced three fumbles in
handing St. Louis its first defeat of
the season at 24-21 in a game billed,
by some as a possible Super Bowf
preview.
"They had a good scheme, and
they ,blitzed us very well," said
Warner, whose two first-quarter
fumbles led to two touchdowns.
"We basically gave it away."
Steve McNair, playing in his
first game since back surgery six
weeks ago, threw for two touchdowns and'ran for a third all in the
first quarteikas the Titans (6-1)
jumped out to a 21-0 lead they
never relinquished.
The Rams (6-1) had trailed only

once beforeC.ttiseason, and that
lasted for less than three minutes
The 21' first-quarter points were
,more than they had given up in a
game this season, a big shock for a
team that had outscored opponents
66-9 in the opening quarter before
Sunday.
"We wanted to see how they
would react being down," said
safety Blaine Bishop. "They hadn't
been down all year, blowing everybody out. They came back out
fighting in the second half. Hats off
to them. They came back, but we
did enough to win:
"
Warner and Marshall Faulk
nearly rallied the Rams, who had
been trying to turn in the franchise's best start since 1985.
Faulk took a short pass from
Warner on the second play of the
second half 57 yards for a touchdown, ending the longest scoring
drought this season for the NFL's
highest-scoring offense. Warner
capped the Rams' next possession
with a 3-yard TO toss to Isaac
Bruce to pill St_Louis within 2114. Meanwhile, the Titans' offense
turned sluggish after its first-quarter explosion. They punted eight
times and had their best drive in the
third quarter when they went 65
yards but had to settle for a 27-yard
field goal by Al Del Greco with
4:18 left.

Nobody can protect your

AUTO
any better than
we can!

ar
state Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

I

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Plymouth Voyager st # 00157.1 Teal, V-6
Auto,-A/C. 7 passenger cloth seats'
$8,995

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. # 00135 2
An, AD. A C. FS PTS, 62,000 -mites
$9,995

"Your more than one company agptcy"
901

Sycamore

...NFL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
"Miami
New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets e.
Jacksonville
Tennessee
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cincinnati
Cleyeland

6
6
5
5
1

3
6

Central
6
1
6
1
3
5
7
7

West
Kansas City
Seattle •
San Diego
Oakland

Washington
N Y Giants
Dallas
Arizona
Philadelphia

Detroit
Green Bay
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Chicago

Chrysler Sabrinb Lxi Coupe - St. # 502 1
White, V-6, All power, Leather
Reduced $9,995

753-8355
New Orleans

1

Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
499146 2 , Blue/Tan, AC, PS;PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10,995 •

Sunday's Games
Buffalo 13. Baltimore 10
Atlanta 27, Carolina 20
Washington 48, Chicago 22
Cleveland 21. New Orleans 16
Jacksonville 41, Cincinnati 10
New York Giants 23. Philadelphia 17, OT
Tennessee 24, St Louis 21
Kansas City 34, San Diego 0
New England 27, Anzona 3

Miami 16, Oakland 9
Indianapolis 34. Dallas 24
Minnesota 23, Denver 20
Detroit 20. Tampa Bay 3
OPEN Pittsburgh. New York Jets, San
Francisco

Ford Escort SW ST. It 00185.1 White, Auto,
A/C, _P. S. RS, Only 35,000 miles
•
$6,995
1995 Dodge Dakota Sport st. # 00088.2'V-6, Auto.
4A/C, Cassette; Red. 64,000 miles.
195-

Monday's Game
Seattle at Green Bay. 9 pm

Sunday, Nov. 7
Arizona at New York Jets, 12 p.m.
Baltimore at Cleveland, 12 p.m
Buffalo at Washington. 12 p.m.
Chicago at Green Bay. 12 p.m
Jacksonville at Atlanta. 12 p.m.
Kansas City at Indianapolis, 12 p m.
Philadelphia at Carolina, 12 p m
St Louis at Detroit, 12 p.m.
Tampa Bay at New Orleans, 305 p m
Cincinnati at Seattle, 3:15 p.m.
Denver at San Diego. ,3:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco. 3 15 p.m.

Tennessee at Miami, 720 pm
OPEN New England. New York Giants.
Oakland

1995
1995

1995

1994

1994 Ford F150 XLT Ext. Cab Pickup -st. #
0007
s9.2 Black. V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, 78,000
miles...
$9,995

Dallas at Minnesota. 8 P

The Racer Club
will meet
Tuesday, November 2, 1999 at
12:00 Noon
.,
vi
at
,.
the Sirloin
Stockade

RACERS

Chrysler Sebring Lxi - st It 99002.3 Blue,
8,4V
5-0
6,
Auto, AC, RVV, P L. TO, 43,000 miles $10,995
Ford Thunderbird LX - St. #99266 2 V-8,
P/VV. PiL, TiC, 73,000 miles
' $7,995
Nissan Altima. SE - St. # 09017.1. Auto, A/c,
PNV, PL, T/C.:
Reduced $6,995
Ford Vrindstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan. V-6,
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,995
Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221.2 All11
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles

Monday, Nov. 8.

St Louis
San Francisco
Carolina
Atlanta

$8,450

Plymouth Laser - st. It 00106.1.A/C, PS/PB,
Jt,
S3,995
1994 Lincoln Continental - st. It 99356.1 Silver, All
Power, Lelther
Reduced $7.995
1994

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

( "Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.:_)

2400 E. Wood

St.
Paris, TN
(9C1)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Racers get crucial road win 22-11
,
,

•

A

•

•
•

•

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. - Denxer Johnson is not shy about
-altection tor his third
Murray State team.
On Saturday, he had another
opportunity to voice that feeling..
The Racers (5-3 overall, 4-1
OVC) kept their hopes alive for
an Ohio Valley Conference title with
a crucial 22-11 triumph over Tennessee Tech at Tucker. Stadium.
"I'm just extremely proud of
this football team," said Johnson.
"We got a great win against a
good football team . We've just
got a tremendous bunch of guys
4.114&----41411.111,
gagic_so,
far."
•
Murray State could lay claim
to a most unlikely OVC champi-firris ip with 'VMS irr, its -last two"
conference games - including a
date with defending champ and
current league leaher Tennessee
--State (Nov. 13).
The first challenge comes this
Saturday when the Racers host
rival Eastern Kentucky in an 11:30
a.m. contest. The -game will be
televised on Fox ,Sports South.
"This (win) is extremely sansbut we've- still, got two
games to.win," Johnson explained.
Murray would leave nothing to
chance on this. day. jumping out
to an early 7-0 lead on a 13-yard
touchdown strike from quarterback
Justin Fuente to wideout Terrance
Tillman at the 6:19 mark of the
first quarter.
Tennessee Tech edged closer on
a safety with less than a minute
to go in the period, but the Racers took a commanding lead late
in the first half on a 40-yard pass
from Fuente to Joe Perez with
2:05 showing for a 15-2 advan-

RACERS 22, Tenn. Tech 1-1
Murray St 7 8 7 0-22 Tennesseeirrech
2 0'3 6-11i, First Quarter
'
MUR—Tillman 13 pass from Fuente (Miller
kick), 6 19
TTU—Safety. Evitts blocked punt
'en8"
zone, 55 Second Quarter
MUR—Perez 40 pass from Fuente (Boykins
pass), 205 Third Quarter
TTU—Collett FG 22, 7 33
MUR— Fuente 4 run (Miller kick), 359
Fourth Quarter
TTU—Swallows 1 run (run tailed), 14 58
A-12.500
MUR ITU
First downs
20
15
Rushes-yards33-9733-161
Passing
249
115
Comp-Att-Int 1 8-27-113-27-0
Return Yards
15
43
4-28 5c-44
Punts-Avg
Fumbles-Lost 0-0
1-1
•Penalties-Yards6-51 7-67
fi•rn6-alir6i;Zsi-1-criall0 26 50'
INDIVIDUAL STAT1ST1CS
RUSHING—Murray $1, English. 8-52. Man-nine-20-29, Fuarda_4:14, Liriviiie .1-2. Tennessee Tech, Solomon 15-102, Sicker 5-29.
Swallows 9-24. Billen 2-9, Tillman 1-0, Sills
1 -(minus 3)
PASSING—Murray St. Fuenp 18-27-1249 Tennessee Tech, Swallows 13-27-0115
RECEIVING—Murray St, Tillman 6-129,
Perez 5-66. Linville 2-23. French 2-13, Man;
rung 1-12, Boykins 1-6, Luttrull 1-0
Tennessee Tech. Solomon 4-35. Fragale
3-29, Hill 2-21, Sidler 1-15, Tillman 03.
Lane 1-5, Sills 1-1

rage at the halftime break.
Fuente's touchdown throws in
the first half were part of a big
day for the Racer offense, which
produced 346 yards of total offense
- 249 through the air and 109 on
the ground.
Fuente's numbers included an
18-of-27 passing performance. Tillman led the receiving unit with
six catches for 129 yards.
"Our offense is playing well right
now," Tillman noted. "We're really starting to gel ... We're still \
learning how to play as a team."
With the offense on track, it

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

MAXIMUM'PROTECTION: Murray State quarterback Justin Fuente (2) gets good protection from his offensive line while
looking for a receiver during Saturday's 22-11 triumph over Tennessee Tech in Cookeville. The Racers remain in OVC
title contention with two league games remaining.
was left to the MSU defense to crept closer at 15-5.
away late in the third period on at a price.
hold the lead - and
did just
Linebacker Shaka Jones - who a 4-yard run by Fuente with 3:59
Starting free safety Beau Guest
that in the third quarter.
led the defensive unit with a 2- to go.
went down with a potential seaDespite a 13-point lead, the sack performance Saturday - said
Tech closed the gap to 22-11 son-ending injury early in the first
Golden Eagles had seemingly the Racer idefense is steadily com- on a 3-yard plunge by quarter- half.
gained momentum and were knock- ing together.
back Grant Swallows early in the
"Beau got hurt early - he may
ing on the door with a third-and"We're showing signs of.hav- fourth quarter. But that's as close have a broken leg - and that would
goal at the Murray 3 early in the ing a good defense. "I feel like as the Eagles would get.
make us real thin at safety," Johnsecond half.
we came out aggressive, today ..:
The victory was Murray's fourth son said. "We're thin at linebacker
But the Racer defense stiffened, We felt like this was a must game." straight after dropping three of its too ... It's getting to the point
allowing only a field goal as Tech
Murray effectively put the game first four. But it may have come where we're really scabbed up."

Driving death
overshadows
Marlboro 500
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — From a distance, Stuart Appleby
with the -knickeLs,,
tam o'shanter cap — the whole outfit carefully chosen
from Stewart's closet on the night before a memorial
service for the' U.S. Open champion.
From far or near, Tiger Woods looked like himself —
the hest player in the world, winning with shocking regularity.
A week that began with news that Stewart had been
killed in a plane crash ended with a stylish tribute as
several players donned the knickers that made him one
of the most recognizable figures in golf.
It also ended in another fashion — Woods winning.
• Woods never led by fewer than two strokes as he
cruised to victory Sunday in the Tour Championship, closing with a 2-under 69 for a four-stroke victory over Davis
Love III.
"I'm thankful this week is over." Woods said.
Some victory speech.
Then again, this was' a pretty hollow victory.,
It was the seventh of the season for Woods, making
him the most successful player on the PGA Tour in 25
years. But if there was any indication that this week was
like no other, it came at the end of the final round.
Before Woods rapped in a short par putt on the 18th
hole, he looked behind the green and saw a portrait of
Stewart leaning against a table on which sat the Tour
Championship trophy.
The crystal never looked so ordinary.
"It went from an exclusive golf tournament ,to no big
deal," Appleby said. 'There's only' one thing that could
do that — and it happened earlier in the week.-Stewart was killed a week ago today when his Learjet crashed into a field in South Dakota,

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
In spite of its 2-1 loss to 1 1 thranked Fort Campbell in Saturday's sub-sectional playoff game
at the - Jim Nix Soccer Complex,
the Calloway County boys' soccer
team emerged as heroes in front
of its hometown fans.
• Norgie Rivera:s penalty kick
with 2:15 remaining in the second 10-minute overtime period was
an, unfortunate conclusion to the
Lakers' memorable 16-6 season,
'capped by a first-ever First Region
championship in the I2-year history of the Calloway County boys'
soccer program.

MIKE OHSTROM)Ledger 8. Times lile photo

IN THE PAINT: Forward Isaac Spencer works down low against Racer newcomer Chiwale Bedeau during Murray State's Blue-Gold Scrimmage game Saturday
at the Regional Special Events Center.

While Fort Campbell (20-2),
regular-season victims of the -Lakers 2-I in Murray, advances to
'Tuesday's sectionals and one game
away from the state tournament
in Georgetown. Calloway head
coach' Mark 'Kennedy can only
reflect on the incredible journey
his squaa made, not to mention a
thriller of a finale.
"I'd have 'paid to see this game
five times over," said Kennedy,
-who was not too distraught about
the foul that led to the Falcons'
game-winning penalty kick. "I
thought. both kids hit the 'ball at'
the same time, but our kid was
bigger and flipped him.

It was a shame that it came
down to a penalty, but I don't
have any sour grapes about losing to a fine team like Fort Campbell. That game was as good as
it gets in high'school soccer, and
I've been coaching 21 years."
Forward Mart Yezerski, the First
Region's leading scorer and °Jae
of 10 seniors on Kennedy's roster, gave the Lakers a 1-0 lead
on an unassisted goal at the 13minute mark of the first half when
he kicked in a rebound that got
away from Falcon goalkeeper MikeYates. .,
With both sides still feeling the
nerves from being among the final

16 teams. alive in the state playoffs. Fort Campbell got a chance
to tie the score when a Calloway
foul set up a free kick inside the
penalty box.
The Falcons' attempt to create
a seam in the wall in front of
Laker goalie Brady _Harris did not
work, but when Yezerski freed
himself for a counter-attack off
the defensive stand. Yates showed
his mettle, deflecting away Yezerski's shot toward the near pOst.
But Rivera would giye the visitors the equalizer with 9;30 left
before halftime when he took advantage of a defensive lapse and lofted a shot over the outstretched'

By MIKE .HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
FONTANA, Calif. (AP) — Victories and charn
pionships didn't seem very important.
Greg Moore, the 24-year-old Canadian driver and
onCOFthe -bUdditi-g- mars- of--the---t'ART-fedEx-rieriew•-was killed in a devastating crash early in Sunday's
season-ending Marlboro 500 at California Speedway.
The race went on. with Adrian Fernandez winning with a fuel gamble and rookie Juan Montoya
coming from behind to win the points championship
he led most of the season.
But the aftermath of the race was.awash in tears
instead of the traditional victory champagne, with
most of the drivers learning of Moore's death only
after the checkered flag had been waved.
Fernaddez, whose first of five CART victories
came in July 1996, in Toronto in a race in which
driver Jeff Krosnoff was killed, gambled on making
it to the end on a waning fuel load and made it,
beating runnerup Max Papis to the finish _line by
7.634 seconds.
The Mexican driver pumped his fists from the
open cockpit as he circled the track slowly, on his
victory lap. But, after getting out of his ReynardFord and being told of Moore's death, Fernandez
broke into tears.
He went into seclusion briefly. Later, his voice
choked with tears, he said haltingly, "It's so hard.
Greg was such a good friend of ours. We've been
racing for a while and shared so many good moments
on and off the track.
•
Moore, whose father, stepmother and girlfriend
were at the track, died from massive head and internal injuries after his car went off the two-mile oval
at more than 220 mph a.ad slammed into a concrete
retaining wall.

Harris from 20 yards out on the
left wing.
From there, though, both keepers and their defensive teammates
turned back each breath-taking
charge as Yates posted 10 saves
and Harris nine.
Calloway County spent most of
each overtime session in Fort Campbell's end of the pitch. looking
for the score that would grant the
Lakers a chance to host a sectrona' game Tuesday.
-We had plenty of opportunities to win, but I'm proud of this
group of kids," Kennedy said.
"They're an outstanding group of
young men, and they've taken us

to a new level every time they've
stepped on a field."
It was the Falcons got the break
that turned the tide, however, and
after Rivera booted the clinching
goal past Harris. Yates and FC
survived three more desperate Laker
attacks to record the victory.
Still, senior defender Glenn Timmons realizes just how much his
Calloway teammates accomplished
in 1999.
"(This season) has, meant so
much for Calloway soccer,..and it
was great to make such an impact
by winning.
the region," Timmons
said.

